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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MSI</td>
<td>microsatellite instability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUS8</td>
<td>ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NER</td>
<td>nucleotide excision repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHEJ</td>
<td>non-homologous end joining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLS</td>
<td>nuclear localization signal/sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGG1</td>
<td>8-oxoguanine DNA glycosylase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALB2</td>
<td>partner and localizer of BRCA2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARP</td>
<td>poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCNA</td>
<td>proliferating cell nuclear antigen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI3K</td>
<td>phosphatidylinositol-4, 5-bisphosphate 3-kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNP8</td>
<td>polynucleotide kinase 3’-phosphatase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>progesterone receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTEN</td>
<td>phosphatase and tensin homolog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rb</td>
<td>retinoblastoma protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RING</td>
<td>really interesting new gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNF168</td>
<td>ring finger protein 168, E3 ubiquitin protein ligase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNF8</td>
<td>ring finger protein 8, E3 ubiquitin protein ligase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNS</td>
<td>reactive nitrogen species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROS</td>
<td>reactive oxygen species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPA</td>
<td>replication protein A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLX</td>
<td>structure-specific endonuclease subunit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSB</td>
<td>single-strand break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSBR</td>
<td>single-strand break repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAT</td>
<td>signal transducer and activator of transcription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBST</td>
<td>tris-buffered saline and Tween 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFIIH</td>
<td>transcription factor II Human</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMZ</td>
<td>temozolomide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNBC</td>
<td>triple-negative breast cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRN</td>
<td>Werner syndrome ATP-dependent helicase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XP</td>
<td>xeroderma pigmentosum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRCC</td>
<td>X-ray repair cross complementing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Summary

Women with germline mutations of **BRCA1** gene are predisposed to breast and ovarian cancer development. Breast tumors associated with **BRCA1** mutations tend to fall into the basal-like subgroup, which is characterized by no expression of ER, PR and HER2. **BRCA1** plays essential roles in DNA damage repair through homologous recombination pathway and, hence, its mutation predicts increased sensitivity to certain DNA-damaging agents, e.g. PARP inhibitors and cisplatin. Yet in clinical trials, some **BRCA1**-mutant breast tumors are resistant to these agents; and others gain resistance after initial responsiveness. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the molecular mechanisms of the acquired resistance and identify novel therapeutic targets for the treatment of breast cancers caused by **BRCA1** mutations.

Breast cancer cell lines generally have similar behaviors to the tumors from which they were established. In order to better understand the biology of breast cancers caused by **BRCA1** mutations, we collected and characterized four **BRCA1**-mutant breast cancer cell lines, namely HCC1937, MDA-MB-436, SUM1315MO2 and SUM149PT. Together with several cell lines expressing wildtype **BRCA1**, we tested their sensitivities to a panel of DNA-damaging agents, including cisplatin and PARP inhibitors. We also carried out a high-throughput screen on the **BRCA1**-mutant and **BRCA1**-wildtype cell lines with a library of 198 cancer-related drugs, and performed a proteome profiling assay to test the kinase activities of those cell lines. Our results reveal extensive heterogeneity among the **BRCA1**-mutant breast cancer cell lines, which showed resistance to DNA-damaging agents. The high-throughput screen demonstrates that the **BRCA1**-mutant cell lines are more resistant to MEK inhibitors than the **BRCA1**-wildtype ones.

The heterogeneous phenotypes among those breast cancer cell lines are likely attributed to their distinct genetic backgrounds in addition to different **BRCA1** mutations. To investigate the consequences related only to loss of **BRCA1** functions, we created isogenic MDA-MB-231 cells with or without **BRCA1** depletion by siRNA transfection. Then we carried out a high-throughput chemical compound screen on the pair of cells in order to identify potential targets that are synthetically lethal with **BRCA1** deficiency. Two proteasome inhibitors, bortezomib and carfilzomib, were found to be able to selectively kill **BRCA1**-depleted cells. In contrast, cells depleted for **BRCA2** were not more sensitive to the proteasome inhibitors. This suggests a unique function of **BRCA1** other than DNA damage repair in mediating response to proteasome inhibition. Further studies on mechanisms demonstrated that the proteasome inhibitor bortezomib does not induce DNA damage; rather it inactivates G1 cell cycle checkpoint in **BRCA1**-deficient cells and leads to the accumulation of these cells at G2/M phase. This is caused by inactivation of the retinoblastoma protein (Rb) through its hyperphosphorylation, which in turn activates its
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downstream transcription factor E2F1. In addition, bortezomib causes compromised G2/M cell cycle checkpoint in BRCA1-deficient cells, which drives cells to enter mitosis and leads to apoptosis due to uncontrolled cell division. We also found that bortezomib-induced apoptosis in BRCA1-depleted cells is p53 independent but is mediated by 53BP1. Apoptosis of BRCA1-deficient cells caused by bortezomib treatment is inhibited after 53BP1 depletion, which also partially reverses accumulation of these cells at G2/M phase and reactivates Rb.

In order to investigate the mechanisms underlying the consistent basal-like phenotype of breast tumors associated with BRCA1 mutations, we established an *in vitro* assay to study the transition of mouse mammary epithelial cells from luminal to basal lineages. Our results showed that loss of BRCA1 promotes basal-like differentiation by sustaining ΔNp63 activity. In luminal cells, ΔNp63 is not expressed or remains inactive through localization in nucleoli. Depletion of BRCA1 leads to translocation of ΔNp63 into nucleoplasm and promotes transition of luminal cells into a basal state. This study provides a potential link between BRCA1 loss and the basal-like differentiation, which may help to explain why BRCA1-mutant breast cancer tends to bear a basal-like phenotype.
Introduction

Breast cancer is the most common type of cancer among women worldwide, and accounts for the second highest cause of cancer-related deaths (Siegel et al. 2014). In the past few decades, the overall survival rates of breast cancer patients have increased steadily, thanks to the improvement of diagnosis and treatment. This is partly attributed to molecular stratification of breast cancers according to the expression of key hormonal and growth factor receptors, ER, PR and HER2 (Barton and Swanton 2011). The ER-positive luminal breast tumors can be treated with ER antagonists, while the HER2-overexpressed tumors respond well to the monoclonal antibody trastuzumab (Herceptin) (Olopade et al. 2008). However, at least 15% of breast tumors lack the expression of ER, PR and HER2—referred to as triple negative, and thus cannot be treated with hormonal or anti-HER2 therapies (Olopade et al. 2008). This leaves them with chemotherapy as the only option, which has toxic side effects and is often associated with resistance.

5–10% of breast cancer cases are caused by loss-of-function mutations of certain genes, termed breast cancer susceptibility genes (Ellisen and Haber 1998). BRCA1 and BRCA2 are high-penetrance breast cancer susceptibility genes, whose mutations confer up to 80% chance of developing breast cancer in a woman’s lifetime (Welsh and King 2001). Both BRCA1 and BRCA2 proteins are involved in homologous recombination, which is an error-free pathway for the repair of the most deleterious DNA damage, double-strand breaks (DSBs) (Venkitaraman 2009; Roy et al. 2011). As a result, a cell with mutant BRCA1 or BRCA2 relies on error-prone pathways for the repair of damaged DNA, which would lead to genomic instability and eventually development of cancer (Kwei et al. 2010; Negrini et al. 2010). In contrast to breast tumors caused by BRCA2 mutations, which do not have any consistent phenotypes, BRCA1-mutant breast tumors tend to fall into the basal-like subgroup according to their gene expression profiles (Foulkes et al. 2004; Venkitaraman 2009). Breast tumors from this subgroup are usually triple negative. Hence, the hormonal or anti-HER2 therapies are not beneficial to these patients. On the other hand, based on the functions of BRCA1 in DNA damage repair, it is predicted that BRCA1-mutant breast tumors are highly sensitive to certain DNA-damaging agents, e.g. cisplatin and PARP inhibitors (Turner and Tutt 2012). However, many tumors gain resistance to those therapeutic agents due to secondary mutations of BRCA1 or other reasons that are still unclear (Lord and Ashworth 2013).

The consistent observations that BRCA1 mutations lead to breast cancers of a basal-like phenotype suggest that BRCA1 may have multiple functions in preventing cancer development besides DNA damage repair. Indeed, it has been found that, along with its essential roles in homologous recombination, BRCA1 plays pivotal roles in cell cycle and transcriptional regulation, as well as regulating mammary development and stem cell
Introduction
differentiation (Deng 2006; Mullan et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2008). In this study, we sought to better understand the nature of breast cancers caused by BRCA1 mutations, for which we characterized several BRCA1-mutant breast cancer cell lines as surrogates of breast tumors. We also carried out a high-throughput chemical compound screen in order to identify potential targets that are synthetically lethal with BRCA1 deficiency. Finally, we established an in vitro model to study the differentiation of mouse mammary epithelial cells (mMECs), which would help to uncover the mechanisms underlying the basal-like differentiation of BRCA1-mutant breast cancer.
1. Review of the literature

1.1 Molecular basis of breast cancer

1.1.1 Breast cancer as a major healthcare problem

With the ageing of population in many countries, cancer has become a major healthcare problem around the globe. Among women, breast cancer is the most common invasive cancer; and it is the second leading cause of cancer-related deaths (Siegel et al. 2014). The incidence of breast cancer in developed countries is generally higher than that in developing countries, largely due to their modern lifestyles and longer lifespans. In some western countries, e.g. USA and UK, it is estimated that 1 out 8 women would develop breast cancer in their lifetime. Moreover, the number of breast cancer cases worldwide has significantly increased in the past few decades, thus bringing higher burden to many countries for management.

Breast cancer is associated with multiple risk factors, including some natural factors: gender, aging, genetics, ethnicity; and some environmental factors, e.g. diet, obesity, smoking, exercise, exposure to physical or chemical substances, hormones affected by pregnancy or certain therapies (Eliassen et al. 2006; Veer and Kampman 2007). About 99% of breast cancer cases are diagnosed in women, probably because they have much higher amount of the female hormones, estrogen and progesterone, which can stimulate the growth of the breast tissues (Margolese et al. 2000). Like many other types of cancer, breast cancer incidence is strongly associated with ageing, which might be one of the reasons why nowadays the rates of breast cancer are higher than several decades ago (Margolese et al. 2000). Breast cancer rates are generally higher in western developed countries than that in Asian countries. Even within USA, white women are more likely to develop breast cancer than African- and Asian-American women, highlighting a higher incidence of breast cancer among white populations (Jemal et al. 2011). Various studies have also shown that higher breast cancer incidence is correlated with lower consumption of vegetables, increased amount of alcohol consumed, obesity and lack of exercise (Margolese et al. 2000). Moreover, many breast cancers, especially those diagnosed at relatively young ages, are clearly caused by inherited genetic mutations, e.g. BRCA1, BRCA2 or TP53 (Apostolou and Fostira 2013).

Treatment of breast cancer depends on stages, types and other factors of the tumors. Most breast cancer patients need surgery to remove the tumors (lumpectomy) or the whole breast (mastectomy) (National Cancer Institute 2014). Surgery is also applied to remove one or both breasts for women at high risks of developing breast cancer later, termed prophylactical mastectomy (Euhus and Diaz 2015). Surgery often is not able to clear all the cancerous cells, so additional therapies (termed adjuvant therapy) are needed to prevent the
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relapse of breast cancer. Adjuvant therapies usually involve radiotherapy, chemotherapy, hormone therapy (ER antagonists), targeted therapy (trastuzumab), among other therapies (National Cancer Institute 2014). Despite the steady improvement of overall survival rates of breast cancer patients in the past few decades, treatment of breast cancers of higher stages or certain types remains challenging nowadays. For example, the overall survival rate of stage I breast cancer patients is almost 100%, which goes down to 72% for the stage III patients, but drops dramatically to 22% for the patients with stage IV breast cancer (National Cancer Institute 2015). HER2-overexpressing breast tumors are very aggressive and the overall 5-year survival rate is one third lower than the ER-positive luminal breast tumors (Carey et al. 2006). In addition, accumulated evidence suggests that a large number of breast cancer patients are overtreated, largely due to imprecise diagnosis (Independent UK Panel on Breast Cancer Screening 2012; Alvarado et al. 2011). All of these suggest that more effort needs to be put in studying the mechanisms of breast cancer initiation and progression in order to better guide the treatment.

1.1.2 Different breast cancer subtypes inform on their heterogeneous biology

A healthy female breast contains a mammary gland that is responsible for secreting milk. The mammary gland is made up of 15–20 lobes that produce milk and a network of tubes, called ducts, which carry milk to the nipple (Watson and Khaled 2008). The majority (50–80%) of breast cancers happen in the milk ducts, which are called invasive ductal carcinoma (Weigelt and Reis-Filho 2009). 5–15% of breast cancers are classified as invasive lobular carcinoma, indicating their origin of the lobules. In addition to the two most common types of breast cancer, pathologists have identified many other types of breast cancer with distinctive histological patterns that are associated with consistent clinical outcomes. Currently, at least 17 different types of breast cancer based on histological architectures are recognized by WHO classification (Tavassoéli and Devilee 2003). Other relatively common (>1%) types of breast cancer include medullary, neuroendocrine and apocrine carcinomas (Tavassoéli and Devilee 2003). The existence of histologically different types of breast cancer, especially those rare ones, not only indicates the heterogeneous biology of breast cancer, but also renders them difficult for molecular studies.

Some breast tumors are aggressive and life-threatening, and they need aggressive treatments that have major adverse effects. These treatments, however, should be avoided for less aggressive tumors to reduce the adverse effects. In order to select the best treatment options, schemes for classifying breast tumors based on their aggressiveness have been developed. These include the TNM (tumor, lymph nodes and metastasis) classification of tumor stages and breast cancer grading (Singletary and Greene 2003). The TNM staging system describes tumor size, degree of spread to regional lymph nodes and presence of
metastasis. Collectively, these parameters classify breast cancers into five stages from 0 to IV, with the overall survival rates decreasing accordingly (Singletary and Greene 2003). The grading of breast cancer scores the parameters of tubule formation, nuclear polymorphism and mitotic count, which altogether classifies breast cancer into three grades (Singletary and Greene 2003).

While these classification systems are widely used by clinicians for early diagnosis, it is more useful to classify breast tumors with certain biomarkers that can help guide treatments and predict prognosis of each group. The hormonal receptors ER and PR, growth factor receptor HER2, and tumor suppressor p53 emerge as important biomarkers for classifying breast cancer along with the histopathological characterization (Malhotra et al. 2010). About two thirds of breast tumors express ER and/or PR, and they are less aggressive than those tumors overexpressing HER2 protein (Ignatiadis and Sotiriou 2013). Some breast tumors do not express any of the ER, PR or HER2 receptors, and hence they are termed triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) (Foulkes et al. 2010; Turner and Reis-Filho 2013). These tumors almost always have mutated p53, a sign of poor prognosis. It is important to determine the proliferation rate of breast cancer cells during diagnosis, where the proliferation marker Ki-67 is often used to help with classification (Feeley et al. 2013).

Microarray-based gene expression profiling has explored the biology of breast cancer at a deeper level. Such studies demonstrate that breast cancer is not a single disease but a collection of heterogeneous diseases that can be classified into at least four subgroups: luminal A, luminal B, HER2-overexpressing, and basal-like (Figure 1) (Perou et al. 2000; Sørlie et al. 2003; Viale 2012; Cancer Genome Atlas Network 2012). Luminal subtypes of breast cancer have similar gene expression profiles to cancers starting from the luminal layer of mammary ducts (Ignatiadis and Sotiriou 2013). They are mainly positive for ER and/or PR, but differ in their tumor grades. Luminal A breast tumors have lower grades they have the best prognosis among all subgroups of breast cancer, with a low recurrence rate (Sørlie et al. 2001). The relatively high grades of luminal B tumors are determined by several factors: higher ratio of p53 mutations, positive for HER2 expression and highly positive for Ki-67, which altogether contribute to a poorer prognosis and relatively low survival rate (Cheang et al. 2009; Van De Vijver et al. 2002).

HER2-overexpressing breast tumors, as the name implies, express high levels of HER2 protein due to gene amplifications (Hynes and Lane 2005). Overexpression of HER2 activates several cellular signaling pathways, including MAPK, PI3K/Akt and STAT, all of which can stimulate proliferation of the cancer cells (Gajria and Chandarlapaty 2011; Roy and Perez 2009). Tumors from this group usually do not express ER or PR, having high grades and are very aggressive. This subtype of breast cancer has the worst prognosis, and is prone to recurrence and metastasis (Sørlie et al. 2001; Sotiriou et al. 2003).
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Figure 1. Molecular classification of breast cancer and the associated histological phenotypes. Breast cancer can be classified into different subtypes according to their intrinsic gene expression profiles: luminal breast tumors express ER and/or PR; HER2-overexpressing tumors express high levels of HER2; the basal-like subtype of breast cancer is usually negative with the three receptors. (Reproduced from Lisa et al. 2006, with the permission of JAMA Network)

The basal-like subtype of breast cancer has a gene expression profile similar to the basal/myoepithelial cells of the mammary epithelium (Rakha et al. 2008; Rakha and Ellis 2009). They are characterized by expression of high-molecular-weight cytokeratins, keratins 5/6, 14 and 17, as well as other basal/myoepithelial makers, e.g. EGFR (HER1) and ΔNp63, an isoform of transcription factor p63 that belongs to the p53 family (Figure 1) (Foulkes et al. 2010; Rakha et al. 2008; Gusterson et al. 2005). However, unlike normal basal/myoepithelial cells, most basal-like tumors also express the luminal cell markers keratins 8 and 18, raising questions about the origins of these tumors (Badve et al. 2011; Livasy et al. 2005). In addition, these tumors do not express ER, PR or HER2, and are mutant for p53, so they are largely overlapping with triple-negative breast tumors. Breast tumors from the basal-like subgroup also have high grades with aggressive phenotypes and poor prognosis compared with tumors from the luminal subgroups (Badve et al. 2011; Toft and Cryns 2010).

Despite detailed characterization of each subtype of breast cancer, different studies may have slightly different parameters for classification. For example, about 6–10% of breast cancers are classified as normal-like breast cancer by some studies, since their gene expression profiles resemble normal breast tissues and cannot be classified into any of the subgroups described above (Figure 1) (Rakha et al. 2008; Kapp et al. 2006). Many genes
characteristic of adipose cells are highly expressed in the tumors from this subgroup, while those luminal epithelial cell markers have lower expressions (Rakha et al. 2008). In addition, some studies suggest that another subgroup, claudin low, can be isolated from the basal-like subtype of breast cancer (Herschkowitz et al. 2007). This group accounts for about 10% of all breast cancers and the tumors are characterized by no or low expression of the tight junction proteins of claudin family. Moreover, they have high enrichment of epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) markers and cancer stem cell features, and hence have higher mobility and metastatic capability (Prat et al. 2010; Sabatier et al. 2014).

Currently, the clinical value of molecular classification of breast cancer is limited to the correspondence between subgroups of breast tumors and the status of ER, PR and HER2, as well as tumor grades (Sotiriou and Pusztai 2009). However, several studies have suggested that it can provide better predictions of clinical outcome than the traditional classifications based on histopathological characters (Foekens et al. 2006; Naderi et al. 2006). Gene expression profiling may also help guide clinicians to select the best treatment options for breast cancer patients. For example, based on the expression of 70 genes, researchers from the Netherlands Cancer Institute have developed a genetic test, termed MammaPrint, which can predict prognosis (van't Veer et al. 2002). A comparison of this test with the Adjuvant! Online program (www.adjuvantonline.com), which uses conventional criteria, suggested that MammaPrint appeared to be more accurate in predicting prognosis of breast cancer patients (Drukker et al. 2013). Another molecular assay, Oncotype DX (Genomic Health), measures the expression of 21 genes, including ER, HER2 and ER-regulated genes with reverse transcription quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR). This assay was shown to be able to identify the ER-positive tumors that are more likely responsive to tamoxifen treatment (Habel et al. 2006).

1.1.3 Inherited breast cancer predisposition is often associated with DNA repair genes

Most breast cancers are caused by accumulation of somatic mutations in breast tissues, which are not heritable, so they are called sporadic breast cancer (Olopade et al. 2008). A small proportion (5–10%) of breast cancers, however, can be attributed to single mutations inherited from the patients’ parents, so they are called hereditary breast cancer. Usually one mutant allele is inherited from either parent while the other allele remains wildtype, so the affected gene is heterozygous and can produce a functional protein (Staff et al. 2000). However, tissue-specific loss of heterozygosity (LOH) usually happens, which inactivates the wildtype allele and eventually causes breast cancer (Antoniou and Easton 2006).

The first breast cancer susceptibility gene was mapped to chromosome 17q21 by linkage studies of families with early-onset breast cancers, and it was named BRCA1 (breast cancer 1, early onset) (Hall et al. 1990; Miki et al. 1994). It was followed by the discovery
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of a second gene named $BRCA2$ (breast cancer 2, early onset), which is located in chromosome 13q12–13 (Wooster et al. 1994). Following studies demonstrated that both $BRCA1$ and $BRCA2$ play very important roles in DNA damage response and repair. Therefore, mutations in either gene cause accumulation of damaged DNA, which leads to genomic instability and eventually cancer development (Venkitaraman 2002; King et al. 2003; Venkitaraman 2009). $BRCA1$ and $BRCA2$ are high-penetrance breast cancer susceptibility genes, and those women bearing one-allele mutations have up to 80% chances of developing breast cancer in their lifetime. Mutation of $BRCA1$ or $BRCA2$ also gives a woman up to 50% chance of ovarian cancer development in her lifetime (King et al. 2003).

Figure 2. Relative risk factors of breast cancer susceptibility genes and their mutation frequencies among general population. (Reproduced from Harris and McCormick 2010, with the permission of reprints & permissions@npg)

Following the discoveries of $BRCA1$ and $BRCA2$, several other breast cancer susceptibility genes with different risk factors have been found through large-scale or linkage studies (Figure 2) (Rahman et al. 2006; Meindl et al.2010; Easton et al. 2007). Interestingly, most of these genes have functions in a common pathway: DNA damage response and repair. Partner and localizer of BRCA2 (PALB2) mediates the interaction of $BRCA1$ and $BRCA2$, which is required for loading RAD51 recombinase during homologous recombination. Mutations of $PALB2$ increase two- to three-fold risks of breast cancer development, which categorizes it as a medium-penetrance breast cancer susceptibility gene (Poumpouridou and Kroupis 2012). Several studies have shown that a truncating mutation of $CHEK2$, $CHEK2*1100delC$, increases two-fold risk of breast cancer
development. Additionally, this mutation multiplies the risks associated with mutations of other breast cancer susceptibility genes (CHEK2 Breast Cancer Case-Control Consortium 2004; Meijers-Heijboer et al. 2002). ATM, NBS1, RAD50 and BRIP1 are also involved in the regulation of DNA damage response and repair, and they are found to be low- to modest-penetrance breast cancer susceptibility genes (Walsh and King 2007). The tumor suppressor genes TP53 and PTEN are mutated in a large number of sporadic cancers, including breast cancers. Germline mutations of these genes, although rare, confer high risks of breast cancer development as well (Garcia-Closas and Chanock 2008). Recently, several genome-wide association studies have identified additional breast cancer susceptibility loci, with the functions of several genes awaiting further studies (Easton et al. 2007; Turnbull et al. 2010).

### 1.2 DNA damage response and repair

#### 1.2.1 Cancer cells often experience elevated DNA damage

Human cells are constantly challenged with DNA damage caused by both endogenous and environmental factors. Products released by metabolic processes, e.g. reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) are common chemicals that damage DNA (Martin 2008). Chemical bonds of DNA can be cleaved directly through hydrolysis, which is another source of endogenous DNA damage (Gates 2009). Many environmental reagents can induce DNA damage, e.g. UV light from sunlight, ionizing radiation (IR) released by radioactive substances and various chemical compounds. Cells from human body have evolved sophisticated machineries to cope with different kinds of DNA damage, mostly by repairing them. If damaged DNA cannot be repaired due to various reasons, cells may undergo senescence or apoptosis (Freitas and de Magalhaes 2011). However, in many cases, some cells can survive DNA insults without repairing them properly. This may lead to accumulation of DNA damage, genomic instability and eventually initiation of cancer (Hoeijmakers 2009; Jackson and Bartek 2009). More than 90% of skin cancers are caused by exposure to sunlight, from which UV light induces certain DNA damage, mainly pyrimidine dimers (Hill et al. 2013). Smoking greatly increases the risks of lung cancer development, because tobacco contains many carcinogens that induce DNA damage (Pfeifer et al. 2002). Both of these examples indicate that elevated DNA damage contributes to the development of cancer.

Dysfunction of DNA damage repair is observed in a large number of cancers, which is another piece of evidence suggesting that those cancer cells have experienced elevated DNA damage (Jackson and Bartek 2009). 20–30% of hereditary breast cancers are caused by germline mutations of BRCA1 or BRCA2, both of which are involved in the repair of DNA DSBs through homologous recombination pathway (Venkitaraman 2002; Antoniou et al. 2002). In addition, a subset of hereditary breast and ovarian cancers can be attributed
to mutations of other genes involved in homologous recombination pathway, e.g. *ATM, PALB2* and *RAD51C* (Walsh and King 2007). Defective mismatch repair system, resulting from mutations of *MLH1* or *MSH2*, causes microsatellite instability (MSI) and confers high risks of developing hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC, also called Lynch syndrome) (Poulogiannis et al. 2010). Microsatellite instability is observed in 15–20% sporadic colon cancers, further indicating contribution of dysfunctional DNA damage repair to cancer development (Poulogiannis et al. 2010).

The theory of DNA damage-induced tumorigenesis was established based on a seminal model proposed by Halazonetis et al. (2008). In precancerous cells with functional p53, activated oncogenes induce stalling and collapse of DNA replication forks, which lead to DSBs at very low rates, as indicated by foci formation of 53BP1 and γH2AX (DiTullio et al. 2002; Gorgoulis et al. 2005). In these cells, functional DNA repair proteins, known as caretakers in comparison to classical tumor suppressors, can efficiently repair damaged DNA. Alternatively, these double-strand breaks can activate p53, which acts as a barrier of tumorigenesis by inducing apoptosis or senescence (Schultz et al. 2000; Di Micco et al. 2006). However, a few cells may bypass this barrier by losing the functions of p53, or less commonly, other tumor suppressors. This would result in the amplification of cells with damaged DNA, which leads to genomic instability and eventually cancer development. This model features two common characters of cancer: genomic instability resulted from the accumulation of DNA damage; and frequent mutations of *p53* and other tumor suppressor genes in cancer cells (Halazonetis et al. 2008). Considering the fact that DNA repair proteins play such important roles in preventing tumorigenesis by clearing DNA damage, it is conceivable that mutations of these genes would accelerate tumorigenesis. This is indeed the case with the caretaker genes, e.g. *BRCA1, BRCA2* and *ATM*, whose mutations confer high risks of breast cancer development (Walsh and King 2007).

### 1.2.2 Regulation of DNA damage response and repair

DNA damage repair is a complex process that is highly coordinated with cell cycle checkpoint regulation (Polo and Jackson 2011). In response to DNA damage, cell cycle checkpoints are activated to temporarily halt cell proliferation, which allows time for a cell to repair DNA lesions. Depending on the stages of cells upon DNA damage, they can be stopped at different points: before DNA replication (G1 checkpoint), during replication (intra-S checkpoint) or before cell division (G2/M checkpoint) (Polo and Jackson 2011; Smith et al. 2010). Selection of DNA repair pathways depends mainly on the types of DNA damage, with some pathways having overlapping functions in substrate recognition (Figure 3).

*Direct repair:* The simplest form of DNA repair is to directly reverse damage incurred to only one of the four bases. UV light induces pyrimidine dimers that are
recognized by repair enzymes in response to local conformational changes (Cooper 2000). The dimers can be repaired through photoreactivation, in which an enzyme called photolyase directly disrupts the dimers via photochemical reactions with the energy from visible light. Consequently, the dimerized bases are restored to their original forms. This repair mechanism, however, exists only in a few species, but not in human (Cooper 2000).

Another example of direct repair is removal of the methyl group from $O^6$-methylguanine by the enzyme $O^6$-methylguanine methyltransferase (MGMT) (Curtin 2012). Guanine can be methylated at O6 position upon exposure to alkylating agents, which results in mismatch or errors during replication or transcription. MGMT repairs one $O^6$-methylguanine at the cost of one enzyme, since it transfers the methyl group into its own cysteine residue, which results in the loss of its enzymatic activity (Pegg 1990).

Figure 3. DNA lesions induced by different DNA-damaging agents or therapeutic drugs and their repair pathways. (Modified from Helleday et al. 2008; Curtin 2012; Lord and Ashworth 2012)

*Nucleotide excision repair (NER):* Since photolyase-mediated direct repair does not exist in human or other placental mammals, repair of pyrimidine dimers in these species relies on another pathway: nucleotide excision repair. Dysfunctional NER leads to several diseases, from which many of the NER components are named, e.g. xeroderma pigmentosum (XPA through XPG) and Cockayne syndrome (CSA and CSB) (Kraemer et al. 2007). There are two subpathways of NER: global genomic NER (GG-NER) and transcription-coupled NER (TC-NER), which differ in recognition of DNA lesions but share the same repair processes (Costa et al. 2003). GG-NER is functional in the whole genome during any cell stages. The damage sensing proteins, DNA damage binding 1 and 2 (DDB1 and DDB2) and XPC-HR23B complex, constantly scan the genome and bind to damaged or distorted sites of the DNA double helix (Gillet and Schärer 2006). In contrast
to GG-NER, TC-NER preferably repairs DNA lesions during transcription (Hoeijmakers 2009). It uses RNA polymerase stalled at DNA lesions as a sensing signal, which attracts and stabilizes CSA and CSB. After recognizing DNA lesions, GG-NER and TC-NER converge to the same processes for damage repair. Several NER repair factors are recruited to the damage sites, including transcription factor II Human (TFIIH), XPA, XPG and replication protein A (RPA) (Sugasawa et al. 2001). TFIIH is a multi-subunit complex containing XPB and XPD, which act as DNA-dependent ATPase and DNA-dependent helicase, respectively, to unwind the double helix around the lesion (Fousteri and Mullenders 2008). RPA helps to protect single-stranded DNA and it is also involved in several other repair pathways when single-stranded DNA is exposed (Sancar et al. 2004). Then a few nucleotides flanking the damaged base are removed by the endonucleases XPG on 3’ side and the XPF-ERCC1 heterodimer on 5’ side. The dual incision leads to a single-stranded gap of 25–30 nucleotides (O'Donovan et al. 1994; Sijbers et al. 1996). The single-stranded gap is then filled by DNA polymerases using the other undamaged strand as a template.

**Base excision repair (BER):** Base excision repair also repairs small DNA lesions involving one or few bases, but differs from NER in that the affected helix is non-distorting (Marteijn et al. 2014). Several types of DNA damage, e.g. oxidized bases, alkylated bases and deaminated bases are the targets of BER. Repair of DNA single-strand breaks (SSBs), termed single-strand break repair (SSBR), is generally regarded as a subpathway of BER (Almeida and Sobol 2007).

BER starts with recognition and excision of a damaged base by one of several glycosylases to form an AP site (apurinic/apyrimidinic site, abasic site) (Almeida and Sobol 2007). Monofunctional glycosylases can only remove damaged nitrogenous base by cleaving the N-glycosidic bond and leave the sugar-phosphate in the DNA backbone. Bifunctional glycosylases also possess AP lyase activity that allows them to remove the AP site, which produces a single-strand break (Jacobs and Schä r 2012). Examples of glycosylases are monofunctional uracil-DNA glycosylase (UNG), which removes inappropriately incorporated or deaminated uracil; and bifunctional 8-oxoguanine DNA glycosylase (OGG1), which removes 8-oxoguanine (8-oxoG) (Jacobs and Schär 2012).

Recognition of DNA damage is facilitated by PARP1 and PARP2 (Schreiber et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2006). Consequently, inhibition of PARP leads to the accumulation of single-strand breaks, which are converted to double-strand breaks when they encounter replication forks. Binding of PARP1 to DNA lesions not only activates its enzymatic activity, but also is required for the recruitment of X-ray repair cross complementing 1 (XRCC1), another key component of BER (Brem and Hall 2005). The AP site created by monofunctional glycosylases is cleaved by the AP endonuclease to produce a single-strand break, which is
then processed by polynucleotide kinase $3'$-phosphatase (PNKP) to form termini suitable for ligation: $3'$ hydroxyl and $5'$ phosphate (Caldecott 2008). The single-stranded gap is filled by DNA polymerase $\beta$ or $\lambda$ and finally sealed by DNA Ligase III and its cofactor XRCC1 (Braithwaite et al. 2005).

Mismatch repair (MMR): During DNA replication and recombination, insertion, deletion and misincorporation of nucleotides happen frequently in the newly synthesized strand. The evolutionarily conserved mismatch repair system is responsible for correcting these errors. In eukaryotes, a mismatch is recognized by either MSH2-MSH6 (MutS$\alpha$) or MSH2-MSH3 (MutS$\beta$) heterodimer, the homologs of *E. coli* protein MutS (Kunkel and Erie 2005). Studies have shown that MutS$\alpha$ preferably binds to single base-base or insertion-deletion mismatches (IDLs), while MutS$\beta$ is mainly responsible for larger IDLs, although the two heterodimers share certain substrates, especially single IDLs (Kunkel and Erie 2005; Harrington and Kolodner 2007). Activities of MutS$\alpha$ and MutS$\beta$ are facilitated by MutL$\alpha$ complex, which is composed of MLH1 and PMS2 (Li 2007). MutL$\alpha$ possesses endonuclease activity, which creates strand breaks with the help of MutS$\alpha$ and PCNA/RFC (Kadyrov et al. 2006). PCNA also participates in DNA resynthesis after strand excision, which is elongated by Pol$\delta$ and sealed by DNA Ligase I (Longley et al. 1997; Zhang et al. 2005).

Loss of MMR activity is associated with several cellular defects, most profoundly increased microsatellite instability (MSI) (Thibodeau et al. 1996). MSI is a result of frequent DNA polymerase slippage and inefficient DNA proofreading (Eckert and Hile 2009). It has been established as a biomarker of MMR deficiency in cancer cells. For example, most of the hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancers (HNPCCs) are caused by mutations of mismatch repair genes *MLH1* and *MSH2*, and they are enriched for MSI (Poulogiannis et al. 2010). Unlike many other DNA repair pathways, loss of which sensitizes cells to DNA damage, defective MMR causes resistance to DNA-damaging agents (Curtin 2012). For example, the human lymphoblastoid cell line MT1 is resistant to the alkylating agent N-methyl-$N'$-nitro-$N$-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG) because of defective MSH6, another component of the mismatch repair pathway (Kat et al. 1993). XPA-deficient cells are usually more sensitive to UV light due to loss of NER. When a new mouse skin cancer cell line was established by UVB irradiation of Xpa-deficient mice, these cells showed resistance to UV light, 6-thioguanine and had defective cell cycle checkpoints (Ichikawa et al. 2000). Further studies demonstrated that the resistant phenotypes were attributed to lower expression of several MMR proteins: Msh2, Msh3 and Msh6.

Non-homologous end joining (NHEJ): DNA double-strand breaks are the most deleterious damage in a cell, and are among the most difficult lesions to repair. They can
be induced exogenously by radiation or radiomimetic drugs. They also happen spontaneously during normal cellular processes, including replication, meiosis and V(D)J recombination (Pfeiffer et al. 2000). DSBs are mainly repaired by two mutually exclusive pathways: homologous recombination (HR) or non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) (Pfeiffer et al. 2000). HR requires the sister chromatid as a template to resynthesize missing nucleotides, so it is error free but can only happen in S and G2 phases; while the error-prone NHEJ does not need any template, and hence it can repair DSBs throughout the whole cell cycle (Mahaney et al. 2009; Shrivastav et al. 2007). There is also an alternative NHEJ called microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ), which involves a short resection of the broken ends (McVey and Lee 2008).

Despite the fact that HR is a more accurate repair mechanism, studies have shown that NHEJ is a predominant pathway for the repair of DSBs, even during S and G2 phases when a sister chromatid is available (Beucher et al. 2009). This is mainly due to the abundance of Ku proteins, which have a strong affinity to DNA ends of DSBs (Mahaney et al. 2009). After binding to double-strand break ends, Ku70/Ku80 heterodimer recruits and activates the catalytic subunit of DNA-dependent protein kinase, DNA-PKcs, which in turn stabilizes the broken ends and prevents them from being resected (Meek et al. 2008). Full activation of DNA-PKcs requires a series of autophosphorylation at several serine and threonine residues, which releases the broken ends to allow NHEJ to proceed. DNA-PKcs also phosphorylates other substrates involved in NHEJ, including RPA, WRN and Artemis (Collis et al. 2004; Cui et al. 2005; Goodarzi et al. 2006). In addition, activated DNA-PKcs stimulates juxtaposition of the broken DNA ends for re-joining (Jovanovic and Dynan 2006). DNA ends of DSBs usually need to be processed so that they are compatible for re-joining. A few proteins are responsible for this process: Artemis, PNKP, DNA polymerases, and the MRN (MRE11, RAD50 and NBS1) complex (Drouet et al. 2006). Artemis protein possesses endonuclease activity, which is required to open the hairpin end together with DNA-PK during V(D)J recombination (Ma et al. 2002). Ku heterodimer also recruits polymerases μ and λ via their BRCT domains to the DSB sites, where they fill the gap between two broken ends (Ma et al. 2004). Finally, XLF-stimulated XRCC4/DNA Ligase IV complex is recruited to seal the gap (Yano et al. 2008).

Microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ): In some circumstances when the classical NHEJ is not available, cells rely on an alternative NHEJ, microhomology-mediated end joining, to repair DSBs (McVey and Lee 2008). MMEJ is initiated by PARP1, which competes with Ku proteins for binding to DSB ends. Studies have shown that when there is a short homology between two broken ends, not all the NHEJ components are needed to repair the damage (Weinstock et al. 2007; Jung et al. 2006). Similar to homologous recombination, MMEJ needs some end resection, but for a much shorter
sequence (Truong et al. 2013). After aligning of the short (micro) homologs, any overhung nucleotide from the broken ends is chopped away, and the paired ends are ligated by XRCC4/Ligase IV complex. Since MMEJ deletes nucleotides flanking the broken sites, it always introduces changes in DNA sequence, which might contribute to the oncogenic chromosome rearrangements (McVey and Lee 2008).

*Homologous recombination (HR):* Repair of DNA double-strand breaks by homologous recombination is a multi-step process that requires a large protein complex and dynamic chromatin changes. DSBs are sensed by the MRN complex, which also plays important roles in the regulation of cell cycle checkpoints and DNA end resection (Yuan and Chen 2010). Binding of the MRN complex to DSB sites stabilizes the broken ends, where it recruits and promotes the activation of ATM to elicit CHK2-mediated cell cycle checkpoints (Bruhn et al. 2014). Activated ATM also induces rapid phosphorylation of histone H2AX at Ser139 (γH2AX), which serves as a signal to recruit a number of repair factors at the DNA damage sites (Bonner et al. 2008). Mediator of DNA damage checkpoint 1 (MDC1) is one of the earliest factors to be recruited, which directly binds to phosphorylated H2AX through its tandem BRCT domains (Stewart et al. 2003). γH2AX-bound MDC1 is constitutively phosphorylated by casein kinase 2 (CK2), which promotes its interaction with NBS1 and thus retention of the MRN complex at the DNA damage sites, where it fully activates ATM and further stimulates ATM-mediated phosphorylation of H2AX and other substrates (Chapman and Jackson 2008; Sypcher et al. 2008). The loop between H2AX phosphorylation and MRN recruitment was best explained by the study which demonstrated that initial recruitment of MRN complex, as well as 53BP1 and BRCA1 is independent of γH2AX (Celeste et al. 2003). Rather, H2AX phosphorylation is required for the amplification of DNA damage signaling cascade to recruit large amount of proteins for DSB repair (Bonner et al. 2008).

A crucial step that determines the initiation of HR is resection of the DSB ends, which generates 3’ single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) (Figure 4). It is highly regulated by multiple factors, including the MRN complex (Petrini and Stracker 2011; Lavin 2004), CtBP-interacting protein (CtIP) (Sartori et al. 2007), DNA replication helicase/nuclease 2 (DNA2) and EXO1 (Symington and Gautier 2011). MER11 of the MRN complex possesses nuclease activity, which is promoted by CtIP (Chen et al. 2008). Studies in *S. cerevisiae* showed that the MRE11-RAD50-XRS (MRX, homologue of MRN in human) complex and SAE2 (homologue of CtIP in human) are responsible for the initial limited processing of the 5’ strand (Mimitou and Symington 2008). In humans, the role of CtIP in DNA end resection was first demonstrated by Alessandro Sartori et al. (Sartori et al. 2007), whose work showed that CtIP physically interacts with the MRN complex and is required for the recruitment of downstream factors. Further studies detailed that CtIP is not only
required for repair of DSBs by HR in S/G2 phases, but also for MMEJ in G1 phase, both of which involve DNA end resection (Yun and Hiom 2009). DSB DNA ends can be also unwound by a RecQ-type DNA helicase (Sgs1, BLM or WRN), and one of the ssDNA is degraded by DNA2, which has 5′→3′ nuclease activity (Gravel et al. 2008; Liao et al. 2008). In contrast, EXO1 can use its 5′→3′ exonuclease activity to directly degrade DSB DNA ends (Liao et al. 2011).

**Figure 4.** A model of DSB repair through homologous recombination pathway, which is initiated with the resection of DSB ends to expose 3’ overhangs that are coated by RPA. Together with BRCA2 and PALB2, BRCA1 helps to load RAD51 recombinase into the single-stranded DNA. (Reproduced from Buisson et al. 2010, with the permission of reprints & permissions@npg)

After DNA end resection, the 3’ single-stranded DNA is coated with replication protein A (RPA), which prevents formation of DNA hairpins (Chen et al. 2013). RAD51, a key recombinase required for homologous recombination, is recruited to the DSB sites through interaction with BRCA1 and BRCA2, where it displaces RPA and forms a RAD51-ssDNA nucleofilament (Yu et al. 2001; Roy et al. 2011). The RAD51-coated ssDNA then starts to search for a homologous sequence, after which RAD51 catalyses the invasion and exchange of the homologous sequences to form a D-loop structure (Figure 4) (Bianco et al. 1998). The D loop can be unwound and the freed ssDNA strand anneals with the strand associated with the other DSB end (San Filippo et al. 2008). This reaction is completed by
gap-filling DNA synthesis and re-ligation, and it produces only noncrossover sequences. The D loop may also form two Holliday junctions after the second DSB end is captured by the invaded ssDNA, accompanied by gap-filling DNA synthesis and re-ligation (San Filippo et al. 2008). DNA PolÔ is the main polymerase responsible for DNA resynthesis with the help of PCNA and PIF1 helicase (Maloisel et al. 2008; Li et al. 2009; Wilson et al. 2013). The two Holliday junctions are then resolved by the SLX-MUS complex (SLX1-SLX4 and MUS81-EME1) to form crossover or noncrossover sequences (Wyatt et al. 2013); alternatively, Holliday junctions can be dissolved by the BTR complex (BLM helicase, Topoisomerase IIIα, RMI1 and RMI2) to form exclusively noncrossover sequences (Wu and Hickson 2003).

Because HR needs a sister chromatid as a template to synthesize depleted nucleotides during strand extension, it can only happen in S and G2 phases (Shrivastav et al. 2007). For the same reason, efficient HR repair keeps genomic information intact and helps to sustain genomic integrity. Choice of HR repair is determined by several factors besides cell cycle stages (Shrivastav et al. 2007; Symington and Gautier 2011). For example, 53BP1 has emerged as an important protein in response and repair of DSBs, which favours NHEJ but suppresses HR (Kakarougkas et al. 2013). As binding of Ku70/80 to DSB ends initiates NHEJ, it is presumable that Ku proteins need to be kept away for HR initiation (Shao et al. 2012). Studies in yeast have shown that the MRN complex, which plays key roles in HR repair, prevents Ku proteins from binding to the broken DNA ends (Symington and Gautier 2011). Similar to its role in MMEJ, PARP1 also competes with Ku to bind DSB ends and facilitates end resection, which is one of the essential steps of HR (Hochegger et al. 2006).

1.2.3 Targeting DNA damage repair pathways for the treatment of cancer

DNA damage not only is the cause of genomic instability and cancer development, but also can be exploited for the treatment of cancer. In contrast to malignant cells, which are usually defective for certain DNA repair pathways, normal cells in a human body express functional DNA repair proteins and thus are able to survive certain types of DNA damage. This fundamental difference has been extensively exploited for the development of cancer therapeutics (Dietlein et al. 2014). In-depth studies of DNA damage response and repair would help to better understand the molecular mechanisms of drug resistance, and guide us to design more effective therapeutic drugs.

The principle of DNA damage-based chemotherapy was discovered accidentally during World War I, when a group of people exposed to mustard gas were found to have low levels of the rapidly dividing white blood cells (DeVita and Chu 2008). Later on, a few patients with advanced lymphomas received the treatment of mustard gas intravenously, which resulted in remarkable improvements (Gilman 1963). Further studies demonstrated that mustard gas can induce DNA damage by alkylating the guanine nucleotide, which
leads to apoptotic cell death if not repaired properly (Kehe et al. 2008). Since then, various chemotherapeutics inducing different types of DNA damage have been developed for the treatment of cancer (Figure 3).

Alkylating agents: Alkylating agents induce DNA damage by adding their alkyl groups into DNA helix, which results in bulky adducts, interstrand or intrastrand crosslinks (Fu et al. 2012). Alkylating agents can be classified into several groups: nitrogen mustards, nitrosoureas, alkyl sulfonates, triazines and ethylenimines (Brulikova et al. 2012). The nitrogen mustard group members, mechlorethamine, cyclophosphamide and melphalan, attach to the N7 position of guanines and induce interstrand crosslinks (ICLs), which usually need to be repaired by NER or HR pathway (Povirk and Shuker 1994; Noll et al. 2006). Nitrogen mustards are widely used in treating lymphomas, lung and breast cancers among other malignant diseases. The triazine family member temozolomide (TMZ) has been used for the treatment of glioblastoma and melanoma (Jiang et al. 2011). TMZ methylates the N7 or O6 position of a guanine base, which can be removed by O\textsuperscript{6}-methylguanine methyltransferase (MGMT) (Jiang et al. 2011). As a result, loss of MGMT activity sensitizes cells to TMZ. TMZ can be administrated with the pseudo-substrate of MGMT, O\textsuperscript{6}-benzylguanine (O\textsuperscript{6}-BG), which has been shown to substantially increase the sensitivity of tumor cells to TMZ (Dolan et al. 1990). Moreover, expression of MGMT is often silenced in glioblastoma due to methylation of its promoter (Hegi et al. 2005), which sensitizes cells to TMZ. On the other hand, tumors expressing high levels of MGMT are predicted to be resistant to TMZ.

The platinum-based chemotherapeutic drugs, including cisplatin, carboplatin and oxaliplatin, are usually classified as alkylating-like agents, because they also induce DNA crosslinks and require HR and NER for repair (Brulikova et al. 2012). Cisplatin was the first of its kind to be developed and has been used for the treatment of many kinds of malignancies, including testicular, ovarian, cervical, head and neck, and small-cell lung cancers (Luo et al. 2012). It mainly induces intrastrand crosslinks by covalently bonding the N7 positions of adjacent guanines, which need to be repaired by the NER system (Noll et al. 2006). As a result, cells with defective NER, e.g. xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) cells, are especially sensitive to cisplatin (Cleare et al. 1980). Several studies have shown that overexpression of XPA and ERCC1, another protein involved in NER, correlates with cisplatin resistance, as these cells can efficiently repair DNA damage induced by cisplatin (Stevens et al. 2005; Steffensen et al. 2008). Platinum agents also induce ICLs that require HR pathway for repair. In addition, processing of cisplatin-induced crosslinks leads to double-strand breaks in replicating cells (Kondo et al. 2010). Hence, cancer cells with defective DSB repair systems, e.g. BRCA1/2-mutant cells, are predicted to be more sensitive to platinum drugs.
Antimetabolites: Antimetabolites are nucleobase or nucleotide analogues that interfere with DNA or RNA synthesis. They can either inhibit the enzymes required for DNA synthesis or incorporate into DNA or RNA, which prevents their synthesis and induces cell death (Kinsella et al. 1997). The exact repair mechanisms responsible for antimetabolite-induced DNA damage are still unclear, but BER/SSBR is involved in several processes (Hellday et al. 2008). For example, the folate antimetabolites fluorouracil and raltitrexed inhibit thymidylate synthase, which results in deprivation of thymidine and causes DNA single-strand breaks that activate BER/SSBR pathway (Seiple et al. 2006; Longley et al. 2003). Raltitrexed has been approved for the treatment of colorectal cancer, while fluorouracil is widely used in treating anal, breast, colorectal, stomach, pancreatic and some other cancers (Kaye 1998).

Topoisomerase inhibitors: During replication and transcription, supercoiled DNA needs to be unwound for the access of polymerases and other proteins. This process is facilitated by two enzymes: type I topoisomerase (Top 1) and type II topoisomerase (Top 2) (Wang 2002). Inhibition of Top1 or Top2 induces SSBs and DSBs, which need to be repaired by SSBR and NHEJ/HR, respectively (Hellday et al. 2008). The topoisomerase I inhibitors irinotecan and topotecan are derived from the natural alkaloid camptothecin. They trap Top1 cleavage complexes produced during relaxation and re-ligation of DNA double strands, leading to SSBs and DSBs (Plo et al. 2003). Etoposide (VP-16), anthracyclines (doxorubicin, daunorubicin) and mitoxantrone are widely used Top2 inhibitors (Nitiss 2009). Etoposide forms ternary complex with DNA and Top2 enzyme, which prevents re-ligation of DNA strands and leads to strand breaks. Doxorubicin and daunorubicin can intercalate into DNA, which inhibits the process of Top2 during transcription. They can also stabilize Top2 during DNA replication, thus leading to DNA strand breaks. Doxorubicin is widely used in combination chemotherapy for the treatment of various cancers, for example: AC (doxorubicin, cyclophosphamide) and CMF (cyclophosphamide, methotrexate and 5-fluorouracil) in breast cancer; and ABVD (doxorubicin, bleomycin, vinblastine, dacarbazine) in Hodgkin’s lymphoma (Fiets et al. 2003; Santoro et al. 1987).

Radiation and radiomimetic agents: Radiation and radiomimetic agents induce double-strand breaks directly, which need to be repaired by NHEJ or HR pathway (Hellday et al. 2008). Additionally, radiation can also induce ROS, which causes other types of DNA damage (Yamamori et al. 2012). Radiotherapy is considered as local treatment, since the radiation beams are directed towards the cancerous tissues, which provides a much higher absorbed dose to cancer cells than to the surrounding normal cells. In addition to adjuvant and neoadjuvant therapies, radiation can be used as a curative therapy with the aim of curing cancer without surgery (Delaney et al. 2005). It is commonly
used in combination with chemotherapies for the treatment of various types of cancer. However, different cancers may have different sensitivities to radiotherapy. Some cancers can be easily killed by a modest dose of radiation, e.g. leukemia, lymphoma and germ cell tumors. In contrast, most epithelial tumors require much higher dose of radiation for cure. The radiomimetic drug bleomycin is often used with other anticancer drugs for the treatment of several cancers. For example, it is used in combination with etoposide and cisplatin (BEP) in testicular cancer; with doxorubicin in Hodgkin’s lymphoma (Lewis and Nydorf 2006).

**Targeting cell cycle checkpoints:** DNA damage response involves temporary halt of the cell cycle progression to give cells time for DNA repair. Without proper cell cycle control, cells would divide with massive DNA damage, which cannot be repaired but leads to cell death (Bouwman and Jonkers 2012). The PI3K-related kinase (PIKK) family members, ATM, ATR and DNA-PK, play central roles in DNA damage response by activating cell cycle checkpoints (Bouwman and Jonkers 2012; Falck et al. 2005). Consequently, inhibition of these kinases abolishes checkpoint activation induced by DNA-damaging agents, which would lead to continuous cell division with massive DNA damage. Hence, combination of checkpoint kinase inhibitors and DNA-damaging agents provides a plausible strategy for cancer treatment. In preclinical studies, it has been shown that KU-55933, a small molecule ATM inhibitor, sensitizes cancer cells to ionizing radiation and several other DSB-inducing agents (Hickson et al. 2004). NU7441, a highly potent and selective DNA-PK inhibitor, was found to sensitize cancer cells to both IR and etoposide (Zhao et al. 2006). However, due to the complex network pathways of ATM, ATR and DNA-PK, and their large number of substrates, inhibition of any of these kinases would result in unpredictable consequences. As a result, there is no inhibitor of these kinases reaching clinics at this stage (Hosoya and Miyagawa 2014).

Because loss of G1 checkpoint is a common feature in cancer cells, it is a reasonable strategy to target S and G2 phases for cancer treatment (Smith et al. 2010). The Thr/Ser kinases CHK1 and CHK2 are among the most important mediators of DNA damage response downstream of ATM, ATR and DNA-PK (Bouwman and Jonkers 2012; Smith et al. 2010). Several preclinical studies have raised the potential of targeting CHK1 or CHK2 for the treatment of cancer. For example, it has been demonstrated that inhibition of CHK1 in p53-mutant cancer cells abrogates G2 arrest caused by IR or cisplatin, thus sensitizing the cells to these agents (Carrassa et al. 2004). Several CHK1 and dual CHK1/CHK2 inhibitors in combination with various therapies are currently in clinical trials for treating different cancers (Hosoya and Miyagawa 2014).

**Synthetic lethality:** Synthetic lethality is a concept which means that concomitant inhibition of two molecules results in cell death, while inhibition of either one does not
change the viability, despite certain functional changes (Kaelin 2005). The phenomenon of synthetic lethality indicates the complexity of the biological systems. In cancer treatment, the concept was explored based on the fact that many cancer cells are defective for certain DNA repair pathways. As a result, these cells rely more on other repair pathways in order to survive (Kaelin 2005). During studies on developing effective therapeutics for the treatment of breast cancers associated with BRCA1/2 mutations, a breakthrough came when two groups independently demonstrated that inhibition of PARP1 selectively kills BRCA1- or BRCA2-deficient cells (Farmer et al. 2005; Bryant et al. 2005). Under normal conditions, PARP1 is involved in BER/SSBR pathway. Consequently, inhibition of PARP1 results in SSBs, which are converted to DSBs when they meet the replication forks. BRCA1/2-mutant cells cannot repair DSBs due to defective homologous recombination, in contrast to normal cells that have wildtype BRCA1/2 and thus functional HR. Consequently, BRCA1/2-mutant cancer cells die as a result of massive DNA damage, while normal cells survive after repairing damaged DNA. These findings quickly led to clinical trials of several PARP inhibitors (Audeh et al. 2009; Fong et al. 2009; Rouleau et al. 2010). Following a successful clinical trial, one of the PARP inhibitors, olaparib, was approved by FDA for the treatment of ovarian cancers associated with BRCA1/2 mutations. In addition, other preclinical studies have shown that PARP inhibitors also sensitize cancer cells mutant for other HR components (McCabe et al. 2006; Johnson et al. 2011; Turner et al. 2008), which raises a potential application of PARP inhibitors for the treatment of a wider spectrum of cancer patients.

1.3 BRCA1 as a cancer susceptibility gene

1.3.1 Functional domains of BRCA1 protein

Since the discovery of BRCA1 as a high-penetrance breast and ovarian cancer susceptibility gene, much effort has been focused on deciphering its functions in the cells. Identification of several conserved domains in BRCA1 protein has helped to understand those functions (Figure 5) (Miki et al. 1994; Koonin et al. 1996; Sy et al. 2009). BRCA1 contains a highly conserved RING (really interesting new gene) finger domain in the N-terminus, and tandem BRCT (BRCA1 C-terminal) domains near the C-terminal end. Other important domains include two nuclear localization sequences (NLS) and a coiled-coil domain (Thakur et al. 1997; Sy et al. 2009). RING finger domains are usually found in E3 ubiquitin ligases, suggesting an E3 ligase activity of BRCA1 (Miki et al. 1994; Lipkowitz and Weissman 2011). BRCT domain is a phospho-protein binding motif and is usually found in proteins involved in cell cycle checkpoint control in response to DNA damage (Manke et al. 2003; Yu et al. 2003). The coiled-coil domain mediates the interaction of BRCA1 with PALB2, which is dependent on the phosphorylation of BRCA1 at Ser988 by CHK2 (Sy et al. 2009; Roy et al. 2011). PALB2 further interacts with BRCA2 and thus mediates the connection
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between BRCA1 and BRCA2. An S/T-Q cluster domain (SCD) localizes after the coiled-coil domain, which contains several Ser/Thr sites that are phosphorylated by ATM in response to DNA damage (Cortez et al. 1999; Huen et al. 2010).

Figure 5. A scheme to show the main functional domains of BRCA1. Proteins interacting with BRCA1 during the processes of DNA damage response and repair are shown at the bottom. Those mutations found in clinics or routinely used in functional studies, e.g. C61G, C64G and I26A, are shown on the top. (Modified from Narod and Foulkes 2004; Huen et al. 2010; Roy et al. 2012)

The main function of BRCA1 has been found to be involved in DNA damage response and repair, where BRCA1 is required for the repair of DSBs through the error-free HR pathway (Venkitaraman 2002; Roy et al. 2011). Current data suggest that BRCA1 is involved in several steps of HR pathway (Table 1). First, through its E3 ligase activity, BRCA1 plays an important role in the amplification of DNA damage signals (Wu-Baer 2003; Huen et al. 2010). Second, several studies suggest that BRCA1 may facilitate DNA end resection, a key step that controls the initiation of homologous recombination (Cruz-García et al. 2014). Third, BRCA1 is required for loading RAD51 recombinase, which is mediated by the interaction with PALB2 and BRCA2 (Xia et al. 2006). Finally, BRCA1 mediates the activation of cell cycle checkpoints to temporarily halt cell cycle progression in response to DNA damage (Deng 2006; Yarden et al. 2002). In addition to DNA damage response and repair, BRCA1 plays important roles in regulating mammary gland development and cell stemness, which may determine the unique phenotypes of breast tumors caused by its mutations (Smart et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2008).

1.3.2 BRCA1 is an E3 ubiquitin ligase

When BRCA1 was found to be a strong candidate of breast cancer susceptibility gene, sequence analysis revealed the existence of a RING finger domain at the N-terminus, suggesting that BRCA1 might possess E3 ubiquitin ligase activity (Miki et al. 1994). Soon after, Wu et al. (1996) identified another RING finger domain-containing protein that interacted with BRCA1, and it was named BRCA1-associated RING domain protein 1 (BARD1). They also found that two BRCA1 missense mutations, C61G and C64G, which compromise its E3 ligase activity, disrupted its interaction with BARD1. These missense mutations of BRCA1 confer high risks of breast and ovarian cancer development,
indicating that interaction of BRCA1 and BARD1 is required for its tumor suppressor function (Wu et al. 1996; Couch et al. 1996). Indeed, BRCA1 and BARD1 form a constitutive heterodimer in vivo, which is necessary for the stabilization of both proteins (Baer and Ludwig 2002; Joukov et al. 2001). Furthermore, BRCA1 E3 ligase activity is significantly enhanced after binding with BARD1, which catalyzes Lys6-, Lys48- and Lys63-linked ubiquitination (Nishikawa et al. 2004; Xia et al. 2003). The essential role of BARD1 in maintaining BRCA1 functions was further demonstrated by the finding that missense mutations of BARD1 that disrupt its interaction with BRCA1 are present in some hereditary breast and ovarian cancers (Ratajska et al. 2012). In addition, mouse models with mammary epithelial cell-targeted depletion of Brca1, Bard1, or both, have strikingly similar phenotypes in breast cancer development (Shakya et al. 2008).

Despite solid studies describing the involvement of BRCA1 in DNA damage response and repair, the exact role of BRCA1 as an E3 ubiquitin ligase in these processes remains poorly characterized. Early studies suggested that BRCA1 is required for the accumulation of ubiquitin conjugates at DNA damage sites (Morris and Solomon 2004; Polanowska et al. 2006). BRCA1 ubiquitinates several targets in response to DNA damage in a non-canonical manner, which signals functional modifications rather than proteasomal degradation. BRCA1 mediates ubiquitination of H2A type histones (H2A and H2AX), which is required to modulate DNA damage response signaling and chromatin dynamics (Chen et al. 2002). Besides BRCA1, other E3 ubiquitin ligases, including RNF168, TIP60-UBC13 and RNF2-BMI1 complexes, also mediate the ubiquitination of H2A histones (Mattiroli et al. 2012; Pan et al. 2011; Ikura et al. 2007). Additionally, in response to DNA damage, BRCA1 catalyzes the ubiquitination of its phosphorylation-dependent binding partner, CtIP, in a non-canonical manner (Yu et al. 2006). Ubiquitination of CtIP is required for its association with chromatin and regulation of G2/M checkpoint control following DNA damage (Yu et al. 2006). Moreover, the BRCA1/BARD1 heterodimer can autoubiquitinate, and the ubiquitinated complex has an increased affinity for binding to other DNA damage repair factors (Simons et al. 2006). Current data from in vitro studies suggest that the BRCA1/BARD1 E3 ligase can ubiquitinate several different proteins in a non-canonical manner, including FANCD2, p53 and RNA polymerase II (Vandenberg et al. 2003; Dong et al. 2003; Starita et al. 2005). However, the functions of BRCA1 in mediating ubiquitination of these substrates await further clarification.

In addition to DNA damage response, the E3 ligase activity of BRCA1 is involved in the regulation of other cellular processes. A study by Starita et al. (2004) showed that mono-ubiquitination of γ-tubulin by BRCA1/BARD1 heterodimer at lysines 48 and 344 is required for the regulation of centrosome numbers. Another study suggested that estrogen receptor α (ERα) can be monoubiquinated by BRCA1/BARD1 heterodimer at Lys302.
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(Eakin et al. 2007), which is abrogated by the cancer-predisposing mutations of BRCA1, C61G and C641G. Since BRCA1 mutations lead to cancer development primary in breast and ovarian tissues, this study reveals a potential link between BRCA1 mutation and tissue-specific carcinogenesis.

1.3.3 Functions of BRCA1 in DNA damage response and repair

The first evidence suggesting that BRCA1 might be involved in DNA damage repair came from the observation that BRCA1 formed nuclear dots in S-phase MCF-7 cells (Scully et al. 1997a). Importantly, BRCA1 dots in S-phase cells colocalized with RAD51, a protein that was already known to mediate strand exchange during recombination and DNA damage repair (Sung and Robberson 1995; Baumann et al. 1996). Moreover, localization of BRCA1 is similar to that of ATR, another protein known to contribute to DNA damage response (Scully et al. 1997a; Keegan et al. 1996). Therefore, it was conceivable that BRCA1 might be involved in DNA damage repair, together with RAD51. Considering previous studies, which showed that BRCA1 is required for early embryonic proliferation and development, and that its expression is highly increased in replicating cells (Lane et al. 1995), these data implied that BRCA1 might function with RAD51 in maintaining genomic integrity. Later on, it was shown that BRCA1 subnuclear localization changes dynamically following DNA damage caused by HU, UV, mitomycin C and IR, direct evidence of BRCA1 participating in DNA damage response (Scully et al. 1997b).

BRCA1-mediated DNA repair is carried out at the DNA damage sites containing multiple responsive proteins that form microscopically visible sub-nuclear structures, termed IR-induced foci (IRIF) (Chapman et al. 2012). Following DSBs, the MRN complex acts as a DNA damage sensor, which recruits and activates ATM at the DNA damage sites, where it induces rapid phosphorylation of histone H2AX at Ser139 (γH2AX) (Burma et al. 2001). H2AX is a member of the histone H2A family, and accounts for about 10% of total H2A (Bonner et al. 2008). Studies have shown that a single DSB induces H2AX phosphorylation within a region of as long as 30 kb around the broken site, reflecting dynamic chromatin remodelling following DNA damage induction (Shroff et al. 2004). Phosphorylation of H2AX is required for the amplification of DNA damage signaling cascade to recruit a large number of DNA repair factors, which also involves ubiquitination of various proteins (Bonner et al. 2008). MDC1 binds to γH2AX through its tandem BRCT domains, and it is phosphorylated by the chromatin-bound ATM, which leads to the phosphorylation-dependent recruitment of ubiquitin E3 ligase RNF8 (Kolas et al. 2007; Huen et al. 2007). Together with the E2 ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme 13 (UBC13), RNF8 catalyzes the initial Lys63-linked ubiquitination of γH2AX and possibly other proteins at the DNA damage sites. The ubiquitination signal is amplified by another E3 ligase, RNF168, also with the help of UBC13 (Doil et al. 2009). Ubiquitin conjugates at the DSB
sites are recognized by the ubiquitin-interacting motif (UIM) of receptor-associated protein 80 (RAP80), which recruits BRCA1 to the sites of DNA DSBs (Yan et al. 2007). However, the interaction between RAP80 and BRCA1 is not direct. Rather, it is mediated by a coiled-coil domain-containing protein, Abraxas (also known as CCDC98 and FAM175A), which is phosphorylated at Ser406 and binds to the BRCT domains of BRCA1 (Wang et al. 2007).

Table 1. The mains functions of BRCA1 in DNA damage response and repair, and the associated proteins involved in each step

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function of BRCA1</th>
<th>Associated proteins</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activation of cell cycle checkpoint</td>
<td>RAP80, abraxas, BRCC36, BRCC45, MERIT40</td>
<td>Kim 2007; Wang 2007; Liu et al. 2007; Dong 2003; Feng 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double-strand break end resection</td>
<td>CtIP, EXO1, BLM helicase, MRN complex</td>
<td>Sartori 2007; Huertas and Jackson 2009; Mimitou and Symington 2008; Chen 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loading RAD51 recombinase</td>
<td>BRCA2, PALB2, BRCC36, BRCC45</td>
<td>Chen et al. 1998; Dong 2003; Sy et al. 2009; Zhang 2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once being recruited to DSB sites, BRCA1 is involved in several processes to facilitate homologous recombination repair (Table 1). The first step is DNA end resection, which initiates HR while suppresses NHEJ (Symington and Gautier 2011). DNA end resection is orchestrated by the coordination of several proteins including the MRN complex, DNA replication helicase/nuclease 2 (DNA2), the exonuclease EXO1 and the Bloom syndrome protein (BLM) helicase (Symington and Gautier 2011; Lavin 2004; Sartori et al. 2007). Whether BRCA1 is required for DNA end resection, however, is unclear at this moment due to apparently contradictory data from different studies (Reczek et al. 2013; Yun and Hiom 2009). The MRN complex initiates a short (50–500 nt) DNA end clipping from the 5’ end in conjunction with CtIP (Sartori et al. 2007; Paull and Gellert 1998). Subsequently, a more extensive (up to 5 kb) resection is carried out by DNA2, EXO1 and BLM helicase to generate longer 3’ ssDNA overhangs (Feng et al. 2013). CtIP physically interacts with MRE11 and is also recruited to the BRCA1 BRCT domains after phosphorylation at Ser327 (Yu and Chen 2004). This raises the hypothesis that BRCA1 might be involved in DNA end resection as well. Indeed, with a BrdU incorporation assay to assess ssDNA formation, Schlegel et al. (2006) showed that BRCA1 promoted ssDNA foci formation after ionization radiation. Moreover, Chen et al. (2008) observed that accumulation of ssDNA/RPA foci, detected by a RPA-specific antibody, was reduced in
BRCA1-mutant HCC1937 cells after ionization radiation. Re-expression of wildtype BRCA1 restored the generation of ssDNA coated by RPA, suggesting that BRCA1 is required for efficient end resection. However, a study by Zhao et al. (2007) showed that after IR, RPA could form foci in most Hela cells depleted for BRCA1, indicating that BRCA1 is not required for DNA end resection. In addition, studies by Nakamura et al. (2010) and Reczek et al. (2013) showed that CtIP-dependent end resection did not require its interaction with BRCA1. In contrast, another study showed that a mutant CtIP which cannot interact with BRCA1 due to de-phosphorylation of Ser327 caused decreased levels of ssDNA generation and defective homologous recombination (Yun and Hiom 2009). Taken together, these results suggest that the role of BRCA1 in end resection following DNA DSBs needs further clarification.

A more established role of BRCA1 in DNA damage repair is to load RAD51 recombinase to ssDNA after DSB end resection, which is required for strand exchange in homologous recombination (Figure 4). ssDNA generated after DSB end resection is coated by RPA to prevent the formation of hairpins (Chen et al. 2013), which is then displaced by RAD51 with the help of several factors to form a nucleoprotein filament (Sung and Robberson 1995). It was shown that BRCA1 is required for DSB localization of both BRCA2 and RAD51 after microirradiation (Greenberg et al. 2006). Furthermore, BRCA2 is required for the assembly of RAD51 complex following ionization radiation (Davies et al. 2001). Together with previous findings which showed that both BRCA1 and BRCA2 interact with RAD51, these experiments suggest that RAD51 is recruited to DSB sites through a BRCA1-BRCA2 cascade, which highlights the common roles of BRCA1 and BRCA2 in regulating HR repair and maintaining genomic integrity. Further studies demonstrate that BRCA1 and BRCA2 do not interact directly; rather, they are bridged by PALB2, which interacts directly with BRCA1 and is required for loading BRCA2-RAD51 to the DSB sites (Sy et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2009). In line with its role in linking BRCA1 and BRCA2, thus facilitating DNA damage repair, PALB2 was found to be a breast cancer susceptibility gene (Rahman et al. 2007). After RAD51 binds to ssDNA, the nucleoprotein filament starts to search and invade the homologous sequence, which forms a D-loop structure (Bianco et al. 1998). The D loop can be unwound and the freed ssDNA strand anneals with the strand associated with the other DSB end. This reaction is completed by gap-filling DNA synthesis and re-ligation, which produces only noncrossover sequences (San Filippo et al. 2008). The D loop may also form two Holliday junctions after the second DSB end is captured by the invaded ssDNA, accompanied by gap-filling DNA synthesis and re-ligation (San Filippo et al. 2008). The two Holliday junctions can be resolved to form crossover or noncrossover sequences, or they can be dissolved to form exclusively noncrossover sequences (Matos and West 2014).
1.3.4 BRCA1 regulates cell cycle checkpoints

An actively proliferating cell is going through a series of events that lead to its division, which produces two daughter cells. The whole process is termed a cell cycle. A full cell cycle can be divided into four phases that do not have clear boarders: gap1 (G1 phase), synthesis (S phase), gap2 (G2 phase) and mitosis (M phase) (Cooper 2000). The first three phases are collectively called interphase, during which a cell replicates its DNA and prepares for division, which takes place in M phase and produces two daughter cells that enter interphase again. In order to pass genetic information to daughter cells faithfully and ensure proper cell division, cells have evolved sophisticated control mechanisms for each step of the cell cycle. These control mechanisms, termed cell cycle checkpoints, can be activated by DNA damage to temporarily stop cell proliferation at different stages. This prevents the cells from dividing with damaged DNA, which would cause either genetic mutations or apoptotic cell death (Smith et al. 2010). Depending on the stage of a cell upon DNA damage, it can be arrested at G1 phase (G1 checkpoint), S phase (intra-S checkpoint) or G2/M phase (G2/M checkpoint). Current data suggest that BRCA1 is involved in the control of all three checkpoints, often together with the complexes that regulate DNA damage repair, highlighting BRCA1 as a multifunctional protein in maintaining genome integrity through coordination with other factors (Deng 2006).

**G1 checkpoint:** G1 cell cycle checkpoint (also known as restriction point) is mainly controlled by the tumor suppressors Rb and p53 (Weinberg 2007). Activated G1 cell cycle checkpoint delays cells to enter S phase and start DNA replication. During G1 phase, activated Rb is hypophosphorylated, which binds to and inhibits the transcription factors of E2F family to prevent G1–S transition (van den Heuvel and Dyson 2008). When cells transit from G1 to S phase, Rb is inactivated by phosphorylation, which releases and activates E2F transcription factors. The E2F family members E2F1–3 transcribe the expression of several genes required for the G1–S transition, including cyclin E, which forms a complex with CDK2 (Nevins 2001). p53 plays a central role in controlling G1 cell cycle checkpoint, partly by increasing the expression of its downstream target p21, which acts as an inhibitor of G1–S promoting complex CDK2/cyclin E (Bartek and Lukas 2001).

The main factors responsible for the regulation of cell cycle checkpoints in response to DNA damage consist of ATM-CHK2 and ATR-CHK1 pathways (Smith et al. 2010). Upon DNA damage induction, activated ATM phosphorylates CHK2 at Thr68, which leads to its transient homodimerization, intermolecular autophosphorylation and full activation (Ahn et al. 2002; Cai et al. 2009). Activated CHK2 then phosphorylates a number of substrates, including p53, CDC25 phosphatases and BRCA1, which is required for G1 checkpoint activation (Chehab et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2004). Activated ATM also phosphorylates multiple sites of MDM2, leading to its inactivation and in turn stabilization.
of p53, which is then phosphorylated by CHK2 at Ser20 (Chehab et al. 2000; Chen et al. 2005). p53 is also directly phosphorylated by ATM and ATR at Ser15, and at S18 by CHK1 following its activation by ATR (Canman et al. 1998; Banin et al. 1998). All of these contribute to the activation of p53 and increased expression of p21. BRCA1 contributes to G1 checkpoint activation partly by regulating ATM/ATR activity. A study by Fabbro et al. (2004) showed that depletion of either BRCA1 or its partner BARD1 by siRNA inhibited ATM/ATR-mediated phosphorylation of p53 at Ser15, thus preventing the activation of G1 cell cycle checkpoint following IR-induced DNA damage. BRCA1/BARD1-dependent phosphorylation of p53 is unique since phosphorylation of other ATM/ATR substrates, including CHK1, CHK2 and H2AX, was not affected after depletion of BRCA1 or BARD1 (Fabbro et al. 2004). Moreover, they found that BRCA1 is a direct substrate of ATM/ATR, and its phosphorylation at Ser1423 and Ser1524 is required for the adaptor function to mediate p53 phosphorylation. This study put BRCA1 in the canonical pathway of G1 cell cycle checkpoint, which is controlled by the ATM–CHK2–p53–p21 axis. In addition, BRCA1 can induce the expression of p21 in a p53-independent manner following DNA damage (Somasundaram et al. 1997). This is achieved directly through the transcriptional activity of BRCA1, which can bind to the promoter of p21. Therefore, expression of BRCA1 inhibits cell cycle progression only in p21-wildtype but not p21-deficient cells.

BRCA1 also controls G1 cell cycle checkpoint by regulating the activity of Rb. A study by Aprelikova et al. (1999) showed that only Rb-wildtype cells were sensitive to BRCA1-mediated G1 cell cycle arrest. At the molecular level, they found that BRCA1 interacts with hypophosphorylated Rb and keeps it in an active state, which arrests cells at G1 phase through inhibition of E2F transcription factors.

Intra-S-phase checkpoint: Compared with the well-studied functions of BRCA1 in G1 checkpoint control, its role in regulating intra-S checkpoint is somewhat ambiguous. This might be partly due to the unique characters of intra-S checkpoint itself, which is usually transient upon DNA damage (Kastan and Bartek 2004; Bartek et al. 2004). If damaged DNA is not repaired during the short period of intra-S arrest, cells will continue to exit S phase and arrest at G2 phase (Bartek et al. 2004). Under normal conditions, proper control of S phase involves regulation of both replication origin firing and replication fork progression (Petermann et al. 2010; Izawa et al. 2011). Collision of DNA polymerases with DNA lesions blocks replication progression and generates replication stress, which may lead to fork collapse if the replisome components are not stabilized. The intra-S cell cycle checkpoint is generally thought to be independent of p53, but controlled by two parallel pathways branching from ATM/ATR activation: ATM–MDC1–MRN–SMC1 and ATM/ATR–CHK1/CHK2–CDC25A (Bartek et al. 2004; Yazdi et al. 2002). Structural maintenance of chromosomes (SMC1) associates with BRCA1 and is phosphorylated in an
ATM- and NBS1-dependent manner, which is required for ATM-mediated intra-S-phase checkpoint control (Yazdi et al. 2002; Kitagawa et al. 2004). Under normal conditions, CDC25A contributes to cell cycle progression by removing the inhibitory phosphate groups from cyclin-dependent kinase CDK2 (Sampath et al. 2002). Following DNA damage, phosphorylation of CDC25A by CHK1/CHK2 leads to its ubiquitination and degradation and, as a result, arrests cells at S phase (Xiao et al. 2003).

Several studies suggest that a functional BRCA1 contributes to the intra-S-phase checkpoint control. A study by Xu et al. (2002) showed that mutation of BRCA1 at Ser1387, a target of ATM phosphorylation, abrogated the IR-induced S-phase arrest, but not G2/M arrest. On the other hand, the IR-induced G2/M arrest is compromised by mutation of another ATM-targeting residue of BRCA1, Ser1423, which does not affect the intra-S checkpoint. BRCA1 is also involved in the regulation of the intra-S checkpoint induced by stalled replication forks, which activate ATR–CHK1 pathway. Tibbetts et al. (2000) demonstrated that phosphorylation of BRCA1 after treatment with UV light or DNA replication inhibitor was ATM independent, but dependent on ATR. Moreover, activated ATR following HU or UV treatment relocates to form nuclear foci overlapping with BRCA1. In addition, BRCA1 contributes to stabilizing stalled replication forks caused by DNA damage, which requires activation of intra-S checkpoint (Schlacher et al. 2012; Hu et al. 2012).

**G2/M checkpoint:** The G2/M checkpoint has a profound role in response to DNA damage. Defective G2/M checkpoint allows cells to enter mitosis with damaged DNA, which triggers an attempt of aberrant chromosome segregation, leading to the activation of apoptotic pathway (Vitale et al. 2011). If cells survive due to dysfunctional surveillance mechanisms, damaged DNA will be accumulated, which leads to genomic instability and cancer development. The G2/M checkpoint is largely controlled by blocking the activation of CDK1/cyclin B complex, which promotes the transition of cells from G2 to M phase under normal conditions (DiPaola 2002). Activation of CDK1 is achieved through removing the inhibitory Thr14/Tyr15 phosphates by CDC25 phosphatases, whose activities are controlled by phosphorylation-dependent ubiquitination followed by degradation (DiPaola 2002; O’Connell et al. 2000). CDK1 is phosphorylated by WEE1 at the sites of Thr14 and Tyr15, leading to its inactivation. As a result, the activity of CDK1 is controlled by the balance between CDC25 phosphatases and WEE1 kinase (DiPaola 2002).

BRCA1 participates in G2/M checkpoint control partly by regulating phosphorylation of CHK1 (Yarden et al. 2002). Previous studies already indirectly linked BRCA1 with CHK1 phosphorylation in response to DNA damage-induced G2/M checkpoint control. Upon DNA damage induced by IR, MDC1 is required for the localization and phosphorylation of BRCA1, as well as phosphorylation of CHK1, which
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in turn is required for cell cycle checkpoint activation (Lou et al. 2003; Stewart et al. 2003). In line with these studies, Yarden et al. (2002) showed that BRCA1 is required for activating CHK1 through phosphorylation upon DNA damage, which in turn contributes to the arrest of cells at G2/M phase. They further showed that BRCA1 controls the expression and phosphorylation of CDC25C and CDK1/cyclin B1 through regulating the expression of WEE1 and 14-3-3 family proteins. Upon DNA damage, increased expression of 14-3-3 family proteins sequesters phosphorylated CDC25C and CDK1/cyclin B in cytoplasm, and thus keeps them in an inactive state (Lopez-Girona et al. 1999).

As mentioned above, mutant BRCA1 that cannot be phosphorylated at Ser1423 abrogates G2/M checkpoint in response to DNA damage induced by IR, but does not affect the intra-S checkpoint (Xu et al. 2002). Using a BRCA1-mutant cell line, HCC1937, which exhibits G2/M checkpoint abnormality, the same group showed that re-expression of wildtype BRCA1 restored IR-induced G2/M arrest (Xu et al. 2001). Expression of a mutant BRCA1, in which the ATM phosphorylation site Ser1423 was mutated to Ala, however, could not rescue the defect of G2/M arrest. These results indicate the requirement of different phosphorylation sites of BRCA1 in regulating different cell cycle stages.

Phosphorylation of BRCA1 by CHK2 is also involved in the regulation of G2/M checkpoint. Prior to DNA damage, CHK2 interacts and colocalizes with BRCA1 within discrete nuclear foci (Lee et al. 2000). IR-induced DNA damage separates BRCA1 from CHK2, which requires phosphorylation of BRCA1 at Ser988 by CHK2. In order to study the functions of BRCA1 phosphorylation at Ser988, Kim et al. (2004) mutated the equivalent residue (Ser971) in mouse Brca1. They found that the Brca1-mutant cells displayed reduced ability to activate G2/M checkpoint in response to γ-radiation, as well as reduced p53 stabilization after MNNG treatment. In another study with mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) derived from targeted deletion of exon 11 of the Brca1 gene, Xu et al. (1999) demonstrated that the mutant cells had a defective G2/M checkpoint accompanied by extensive chromosome abnormalities. Taken together, these results indicate that BRCA1 plays important roles in regulating G2/M cell cycle checkpoint, which contributes to its functions in maintaining genomic integrity.

Accumulating evidence suggests that centrosome integrates cell cycle checkpoint and repair signals in response to DNA damage (Löffler et al. 2006). One important mediator of this response, CHK1, has been shown to negatively regulate the G2–M transition via its centrosomal localization (Krämer et al. 2004). The BRCA1/BARD1 complex was found to localize at the centrosome throughout the cell cycle, where it ubiquitinates γ-tubulin at the residues of Lys-48 and Lys-344, which is required for centrosome duplication (Sankaran et al. 2005; Sankaran et al. 2006). This raises the possibility that the function of BRCA1 in controlling centrosome duplication might contribute to its role in the regulation of G2/M
cell cycle checkpoint. An earlier study by Xu et al. (1999) isolated mouse embryonic fibroblasts carrying a targeted deletion of exon 11 of the Brca1 gene. In line with the hypothesis, they found that these MEFs had a defective G2/M checkpoint accompanied by extensive chromosomal abnormalities caused by multiple centrosomes.

1.3.5 The role of BRCA1 in development and stem cell regulation

Similarities in higher risks of breast cancer development upon of BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations can be explained by their shared functions in keeping genomic stability. However, BRCA1-mutant breast tumors have distinct phenotypes compared with those caused by BRCA2 mutations. Moreover, a large number of sporadic breast cancers are observed with methylation of BRCA1 promoter, which inhibits the expression of BRCA1 protein (Hsu et al. 2013). Interestingly, these breast cancers tend to have a basal-like phenotype as well, with low or no expression of estrogen receptor (Bal et al. 2012; Hsu et al. 2013). Consistent observations between BRCA1 mutations and basal-like phenotypes suggest that BRCA1 may play a role in mammary gland development and, hence, its loss of function controls the phenotypes of breast tumors.

There is strong evidence suggesting that luminal and basal cells are differentiated from a common cell of origin: the mammary stem cells, which are basal-like and ER negative (Smalley and Ashworth 2003; Turner et al. 2004). To explain the association of BRCA1 mutations and the basal-like phenotype, Foulkes (2004) hypothesized that BRCA1 might be a stem cell regulator which controls the orderly transition of ER-negative stem/progenitor cells to ER-positive epithelial cells. According to this hypothesis, loss of BRCA1 leads to the persistence of basal-like stem cells, which accumulate DNA damage and gradually become cancerous after surviving programmed cell death (Foulkes 2004; Smalley et al. 2008). To counter increased DNA damage due to loss of BRCA1 function, cells need to shut off proapoptotic signals, e.g. by mutating p53. This may explain why BRCA1-mutant breast tumors almost always have mutated p53 (Turner and Reis-Filho 2013). This hypothesis was partly supported by the isolation of breast cancer stem cells, which express basal-like markers, e.g. cytokeratin 5/6 (Al-Hajj et al. 2003; Dontu et al. 2003). In stem cells, proliferation is tightly controlled, while loss of this control is a key feature of cancer. BRCA1-mutant breast cancers usually happen at relatively early ages compared with those caused by BRCA2 mutations, suggesting that cells harboring BRCA1 mutations are readily losing their tight control of proliferation and becoming cancerous (Foulkes 2004). In addition, breast cancers associated with BRCA1 mutations grow quickly and have poor prognosis. All of these phenomena fit the cancer stem cell model, which proposes that cancer arises directly from deregulated stem cells (Dalerba et al. 2007; Allan et al. 2007).
Recently, several studies have shown that BRCA1-mutant breast cancer originates from luminal progenitor cells rather than from basal stem cells, which challenges the cancer stem cell model (Lim et al. 2009; Molyneux et al. 2010). Using CD49f (α6 integrin) and epithelial cell adhesion molecule EpCAM (CD326) as markers, Lim et al. (2009) isolated three epithelial subpopulations from normal mammary tissue and BRCA1-heterozygous pre-neoplastic specimens. Surprisingly, they found that luminal subpopulations were enriched in the BRCA1-mutant breast tissues. Moreover, analysis of gene expression profiles revealed that BRCA1-heterozygous tissues, as well as basal-like breast tumors, were more similar to the normal luminal progenitor cells, suggesting that the basal-like breast cancers originate from the luminal progenitor cells (Lim et al. 2009). Indeed, deletion of Brca1 in mouse mammary luminal progenitor cells resulted in basal-like breast tumors. In contrast, depletion of Brca1 in basal stem cells produced tumors that are histologically different to basal-like tumors (Molyneux et al. 2010). In the same study, the receptor tyrosine kinase c-kit emerged as a key marker of luminal progenitor cells and is highly expressed in BRCA1-mutant breast tumors. These data suggest a function of BRCA1 in controlling the differentiation of normal breast tissue. Thus, loss of BRCA1, due to either genetic mutation or epigenetic silencing through its promoter methylation, leads to a strong association with basal-like breast cancer phenotype.

1.3.6 Therapeutic implications of BRCA1 mutations for cancer treatment

Considering the high penetrance of BRCA1 mutations in breast and ovarian cancers, much effort has been made to develop therapeutic strategies for the treatment of cancers associated with BRCA1 mutations. Since the main function of BRCA1 is to facilitate HR repair together with BRCA2 and several other proteins, the therapeutic strategies are usually applicable to the treatment of cancers caused by mutations of other genes involved in HR pathway.

A breakthrough came when two groups independently found that BRCA1/2-deficient cells are more sensitive to inhibitors targeting poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) (Farmer et al. 2005; Bryant et al. 2005). PARP is a family of enzymes involved in BER/SSBR, a key pathway required for repairing DNA single-strand breaks (Rouleau et al. 2010). When PARP is inhibited, unrepaired SSBs are converted to DSBs when they encounter replication forks (Schreiber et al. 2006; Rouleau et al. 2010). In normal cells, PARP inhibition-induced DSBs can be repaired by homologous recombination pathway with the help of functional BRCA1 and BRCA2. In cancer cells deficient for BRCA1 or BRCA2, however, dysfunctional HR leads to accumulation of massive DSBs, which induce apoptotic cell death (Farmer et al. 2005; Bryant et al. 2005). Based on this theory, cells with mutations of other HR components should be more sensitive to PARP inhibitors as well. Indeed, several studies have demonstrated that PARP inhibitors can selectively kill...
cancer cells deficient for other HR components, e.g. PALB2 and ATM (Buisson et al. 2010; McCabe et al. 2006; Turner et al. 2008). Several PARP inhibitors are under development to target BRCA1/2-mutant breast and ovarian cancers, some of which have gained promising results in clinical trials (Audeh et al. 2009; Fong et al. 2009). Olaparib (AZD2281) is an orally active PARP inhibitor that is highly potent against both PARP1 and PARP2 (Menear et al. 2008). A phase II clinical trial compared the efficacy and safety of olaparib and pegylated liposomal doxorubicin (PLD) in patients with recurrent ovarian cancer and BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutations (Kaye et al. 2012). The result showed consistent efficacy of olaparib compared with previous studies, despite that there was no significant difference between olaparib and PLD in the primary end point of progression-free survival (PFS). Then it was studied in a phase III clinical trial to test its benefit as a maintenance monotherapy in patients with BRCA1/2-mutant ovarian cancer (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT01844986). After a successful clinical trial, olaparib was approved in December 2014 by FDA for the treatment of ovarian cancers associated with BRCA1/2 mutations. Other PARP inhibitors that are under development in vitro or in clinical trials include NU1025, AG14361, rucaparib (AG014699) and veliparib (ABT-888) (Isakoff et al. 2010; Drew et al. 2011).

Preclinical studies have found that BRCA1- or BRCA2-deficient cells are more sensitive to other DNA-damaging agents, notably platinum drugs and mitomycin C (Turner et al. 2004). Both cisplatin and mitomycin C induce RAD51 foci localized in nuclei, a marker of homologous recombination repair (Al-Minawi et al. 2009). As a result, cells derived from BRCA1/2-mutant tumors die due to persistent DNA damage induced by cisplatin or mitomycin C (Bhattacharyyya et al. 2000; Alli et al. 2011). In fact, several clinical studies have already demonstrated that women with BRCA1/2-mutant ovarian cancers have better prognosis than those with wildtype BRCA1/2 when treated with platinum drugs (Boyd et al. 2000; Foulkes 2006).

Despite solid preclinical studies and promising clinical trials, resistance of BRCA1/2-mutant tumors to the abovementioned drugs occurs in many cases (Lord and Ashworth 2013). Some BRCA1/2-mutant tumors have shown resistance from the beginning, while others respond to PARP inhibitors or cisplatin initially, but gain resistance after certain time. Several mechanisms for increased resistance to PARP inhibitors and cisplatin have been identified or proposed. Interestingly, in BRCA1/2-mutant ovarian cancers treated with a PARP inhibitor, there is an association between the clinical benefit rate and platinum-free interval (Fong et al. 2013). This suggests that there might be common mechanisms rendering BRCA1/2-mutant tumors resistant to both PARP inhibitors and platinum. For example, several groups have shown that functions of mutated BRCA1/2 can be partially restored by secondary mutations that shift the open reading frames, which
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rescue the DNA repair function and confer resistance to both PARP inhibitors and cisplatin (Sakai et al. 2008; Swisher et al. 2008). Other resistance mechanisms include increased expression of P-glycoprotein efflux pumps or decreased expression of 53BP1 (Rottenberg et al. 2008; Bouwman et al. 2010). The resistance of cancer cells to certain therapeutics reveals their high heterogeneity; and more research needs to be done to uncover the molecular mechanisms in order to increase therapeutic efficacy.
2. Aims of the study

The first aim of the study was to better understand the biological nature of BRCA1-mutant breast cancer. We argued that phenotypes of BRCA1-mutant breast cancer cell lines could reflect the characteristics of corresponding tumors in clinics. Therefore, we collected four BRCA1-mutant breast cancer cell lines for their phenotypical characterization.

The second aim of the study was to identify potential targets that are synthetic lethal with BRCA1 deficiency. For the purpose of this, we carried out a high-throughput screen with a library of cancer-related drugs on a pair of BRCA1- and control-knockdown cells.

A long-standing question regarding BRCA1 functions is why BRCA1 mutations almost always cause basal-like subtype of breast cancer. In order to answer this question, we established an in vitro model of mouse mammary epithelial cells (mMECs), which was used to study the differentiation of mMECs from luminal to basal lineages.
3. Materials and methods

3.1 Antibodies and drugs

Antibodies and drugs used in the experiments are listed in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively.

Table 2. List of antibodies and their related information used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antibody</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Catalog no.</th>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRCA1 (C-20)</td>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>sc-642</td>
<td>Santa cruz</td>
<td>IF 1:500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRCA1 (Ab-1) (MS110)</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>OP92</td>
<td>EMD Millipore</td>
<td>WB 1:300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRCA2 (Ab-1) (2B)</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>OP95</td>
<td>EMD Millipore</td>
<td>WB 1:1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53BP1</td>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>ab21083</td>
<td>Abcam</td>
<td>WB 1:2000; IF 1:1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gamma H2AX (phospho S139)</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>ab22551</td>
<td>Abcam</td>
<td>WB 1:5000; IF 1:2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAD51 (H-92)</td>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>sc-8349</td>
<td>Santa cruz</td>
<td>IF 1:500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaved PARP (Asp214)</td>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>#9541</td>
<td>Cell Signaling Technology</td>
<td>WB 1:2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rb (4H1)</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>#9309</td>
<td>Cell Signaling Technology</td>
<td>WB 1:2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phospho-Rb (Ser807/811)</td>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>#9308</td>
<td>Cell Signaling Technology</td>
<td>WB 1:1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phospho-Histone H3 (Ser10) (D2C8)</td>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>#3377</td>
<td>Cell Signaling Technology</td>
<td>IF 1:1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2F1 (C-20)</td>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>sc-193</td>
<td>Santa cruz</td>
<td>WB 1:1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyclin B1 (H433)</td>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>sc-752</td>
<td>Santa cruz</td>
<td>WB 1:2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p53 (DO-1)</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>sc-126</td>
<td>Santa cruz</td>
<td>WB 1:2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p21 (6B6)</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>554228</td>
<td>BD Biosciences</td>
<td>WB 1:2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAPDH (NB615)</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>NB300-285</td>
<td>Novus Biologicals</td>
<td>WB 1:5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta Actin</td>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>NB600-505</td>
<td>Novus Biologicals</td>
<td>WB 1:5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tubulin (DM1A + DM1B)</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>ab44928</td>
<td>Abcam</td>
<td>WB 1:10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRDye 800CW anti-Mouse IgG (H + L)</td>
<td>Goat</td>
<td>926-32210</td>
<td>LI-COR Biosciences</td>
<td>WB 1:10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRDye 680 anti-Rabbit IgG (H + L)</td>
<td>Goat</td>
<td>926-32221</td>
<td>LI-COR Biosciences</td>
<td>WB 1:20000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. List of drugs and their related information used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Catalog no.</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bortezomib (PS-341)</td>
<td>Selleck Chemicals</td>
<td>S1013</td>
<td>Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carfilzomib (PR-171)</td>
<td>ChemieTek</td>
<td>CT-CARF</td>
<td>Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olaparib (AZD2281)</td>
<td>Selleck Chemicals</td>
<td>S1060</td>
<td>DMSO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veliparib (ABT-888)</td>
<td>Selleck Chemicals</td>
<td>S1004</td>
<td>DMSO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisplatin (cis-Diammineplatinum(II) dichloride)</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>P4394</td>
<td>N,N-Dimethylformamide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitomycin C</td>
<td>Roche</td>
<td>10107409001</td>
<td>DMSO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selumetinib (AZD6244)</td>
<td>JS Research Chemicals Trading</td>
<td>MEK-SELU</td>
<td>DMSO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pimasertib (AS-703026)</td>
<td>Selleck Chemicals</td>
<td>S1475</td>
<td>DMSO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichostatin A (TSA)</td>
<td>Selleck Chemicals</td>
<td>S1045</td>
<td>Ethanol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI-011 (NSC 146109)</td>
<td>R&amp;D Systems</td>
<td>2815</td>
<td>DMSO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seremetan (INJ-26854165)</td>
<td>Selleck Chemicals</td>
<td>S1172</td>
<td>DMSO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Cell culture

Cell lines HCC1937, MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-436, MCF-7, Hela, U2OS and MCF-10A were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC). HCC1937 was maintained in RPMI 1640, the other five cell lines in DMEM. Both media were supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 2 mM L-glutamine and 1 × Penicillin-Streptomycin (Life Technologies). MCF-10A cells were grown in DMEM/F-12 medium supplemented with 5% horse serum, 20 ng/ml EGF, 0.5 µg/ml hydrocortisone, 0.1 µg/ml
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cholera toxin, 10 µg/ml insulin and 1 × Penicillin-Streptomycin. The SUM cell lines were obtained from Dr. John Martens at Erasmus University Medical Center in the Netherlands. They were grown in Ham’s F-12 medium containing 5% FBS, supplemented with EGF (10 ng/ml) and insulin (10 µg/ml) for SUM1315MO2, or with hydrocortisone (0.5 µg/ml) and insulin (10 µg/ml) for SUM149PT and SUM229PE. All cell lines were authenticated at FIMM Technology Centre, and maintained at 37 °C with 5% CO₂. Generation of R26CreERT2/RMCE, Brca1SCO/Δ mouse embryonic stem cells expressing human BRCA1 cDNA or RMCE vector was conducted by our collaborators in the Netherlands Cancer Institute (NKI) as described by Bouwman et al. (2013).

3.3 Gene silencing by siRNAs
siRNAs were purchased from Qiagen. They were transfected with Lipofectamine RNAiMAX Transfection Reagent (Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. For high-throughput chemical compound screening, MDA-MB-231 cells were transfected with BRCA1 or control siRNA at the final concentration of 20 nM 24 h before the screen. For all other applications, cells were transfected with siRNAs at the final concentration of 10 nM one day before the experimental assays.

3.4 Drug sensitivity tests
Cells were trypsinized and resuspended in corresponding media, seeded in 96-well plates. Each drug was diluted into a series of concentrations in culture medium and a 50 µl solution was added to each well of the plates. After treating cells with each drug for 3 days, CellTiter-Blue (Promega) was added to reach a final concentration of 10%, incubated for 3 hours and the fluorescent signals were measured by PHERAStar Plus (BMG Labtech) plate reader. Cell viability curves were plotted in Microsoft Excel, and the half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) of each drug for each cell line was calculated from the trend line fit to each curve. The drug sensitivity curves for MEK inhibitors selumetinib and pimasertib (AS-703026), and proteasome inhibitors bortezomib and carfilzomib were plotted with GraphPad Prism. For bortezomib sensitivity assay in R26CreERT2/RMCE, Brca1SCO/Δ mouse ES cells, endogenous Brca1SCO allele was deleted by incubating the cells with 0.5 µM 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4-OH) overnight. After one week, cells were seeded in 96-well plates at 1000 cells/well for the drug sensitivity test.

3.5 High-throughput screening
Drugs from the library of FIMM Oncology (Appendix I, supplementary Table S2) were dissolved in corresponding media and dispensed into five 384-well plates, 5 µl/well. Cells were trypsinized, resuspended and added in the five plates with a multidrop dispenser (Thermo Scientific), 20 µl/well. After treating cells for 3 days, cell viabilities were measured with CellTiter-Blue Cell Viability Assay (Promega) as described above. Dose–
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Response curves and the medium lethal doses (LD50s) were generated with Studies software (Dotmatics Limited) as described by Pemovska et al. (2013).

3.6 Western blot

After removing the media, cells cultured in 6-cm dishes were washed once with 1 × PBS, lysed with modified RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH8.0, 250 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 1.0% Triton X-100, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 5 mM NaF and 5 mM Na3VO4) supplemented with a protease inhibitor tablet (Thermo Scientific). Cell lysates were agitated for 30 min at 4 °C, followed by high-speed centrifugation for 10 min. The supernatants were collected and quantified with BCA Protein Assay Kit (Pierce). 50 µg of each cell lysate was mixed with NuPage SDS Loading Buffer for electrophoresis, which was carried out with NuPAGE Novex 4–12% Bis-Tris Protein Gels (Life Technologies), followed by blotting to nitrocellulose membranes (Millipore). The membranes were incubated overnight with primary antibodies diluted in blocking buffer (5% milk in 1 × TBST), followed by IRDye secondary antibodies (LI-COR Biosciences) for 1 hour at room temperature. After 3 times washing with 1 × TBST, membranes were scanned with Odyssey infrared imaging system (LI-COR Biosciences).

3.7 Immunofluorescence

Cells were seeded on coverslips in 24-well plates 36 hours before experimental assays. For measuring the HR capability of each cell line, cells were treated with IR at 4 Gy and incubated for 6 hours before staining. For detecting DNA damage, Hela cells were treated with bortezomib or 5 Gy IR and incubated for 8 hours before staining. After washing with 1 × PBS, cells were fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde diluted in PBS++ (1 mM CaCl2 and 0.5 mM MgCl2 in 1 × PBS) for 15 min. The cells were then washed 3 times with PBS++ followed by permeabilization with 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS++ for 15 min. After that, cells were washed 3 times with incubation buffer (0.5% BSA, 0.15% glycine, 0.1% Triton X-100 in 1 × PBS) and blocked for 30 min. Cells were co-stained with mouse-anti-γH2AX and rabbit-anti-RAD51 for HR capacity measurement. For detecting DNA damage, cells were co-stained with mouse-anti-γH2AX plus rabbit-anti-BRCA1 or rabbit-anti-53BP1. Cells were incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4 °C, followed by 3 times washing with incubation buffer. Then they were co-stained with secondary antibodies labeled with Alexa488 or Alexa594 for 1 hour at room temperature. Cell nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33258. Images were taken with Nikon Eclipse 90i fluorescent microscope.

3.8 Flow cytometry

Cell cycle distribution was analyzed by staining cell nuclei with the Propidium Iodide Staining Solution (eBioscience) according to the protocol provided with the reagent.
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Briefly, cells seeded in 6-well plates were resuspended and washed with cold PBS, followed by fixation with cold 70% ethanol overnight. Propidium iodide (PI) staining was carried out by resuspending cells in 500 µl PI/Triton X-100 solution (to 10 ml of 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS add 2 mg DNase-free RNase A and 50 µl PI Staining Solution) for 30 min at room temperature. Apoptotic cells were detected by using Annexin V Apoptosis Detection Kit (eBioscience) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, cells were resuspended in 1 × Binding Buffer after treatment as indicated in each experiment. Then 5 µl of APC-conjugated Annexin V was added to 100 µl of the cell suspension, incubated for 15 min at room temperature. After that, cells were washed twice and resuspended in 500 µl 1 × Binding Buffer for flow cytometry analysis. Flow cytometry was performed in Accuri C6 flow cytometer and data analyzed with CFlow Sampler (BD Biosciences).

3.9 Proteome profiling assay
Proteome profiling assays were performed according to the protocols provided with the Proteome Profiler Antibody Arrays (R&D Systems). Briefly, cells were lysed directly in 10-cm dishes after washing once with 1 × PBS. The cell lysates were then agitated, centrifuged to remove cell debris and quantified with BCA Assay Kit. 300 µg of each cell lysate was added to the pre-blocked membranes and rocked gently overnight at 4°C. The membranes were then washed 3 times and incubated with reconstituted Detection Antibody Cocktails for 2 hours at room temperature. After washing 3 times, the membranes were incubated with diluted Streptavidin-HRP for 30 min and detected with enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL, Bio-Rad).
4. Results and discussion

4.1 Heterogeneity of BRCA1-mutant breast cancer cell lines (Appendix III)

As breast cancer cell lines are established from spontaneously developed breast tumors, their phenotypic characteristics can reflect the biological nature of corresponding tumors. Therefore, we collected and characterized four breast cancer cell lines bearing different BRCA1 mutations, namely HCC1937, MDA-MB-436, SUM1315MO2 and SUM149PT. Mutations of BRCA1 and several other key genes thought to play pathogenic roles in cancer development, including TP53, PTEN, RAS, PI3K and BRAF, are listed in Table 4. We first tested their sensitivities to several DNA-damaging agents, followed by measuring their homologous recombination capacities. Then we carried out a high-throughput chemical compound screen, as well as a proteome profiling assay to measure the kinase activities of these cells. Because BRCA1-mutant breast cancer tends to have a basal-like phenotype, we used two basal-like breast cancer cell lines that express wildtype BRCA1 in drug sensitivity tests, MDA-MB-231 and SUM229PE. In other experiments, we also included MCF-7, a luminal breast cancer cell line expressing wildtype BRCA1 and p53; as well as MCF-10A, which is an immortalized mammary epithelial cell line with a stable, near-diploid karyotype and few genetic modifications (Soule et al. 1990; Yaswen and Stampfer 2002).

Table 4. Mutations of the cell lines used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell lines</th>
<th>BRCA1 mutation</th>
<th>TP53 mutation</th>
<th>PTEN mutation</th>
<th>KRAS mutation</th>
<th>RAF mutation</th>
<th>PIK3CA mutation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCC1937</td>
<td>5382insC</td>
<td>mutant</td>
<td>deletion</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDA-MB-436</td>
<td>5396 + 1G&gt;A</td>
<td>mutant</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUM1315MO2</td>
<td>185delAG</td>
<td>mutant</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUM149PT</td>
<td>2288delT</td>
<td>mutant</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUM229PE</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>mutant</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>mutant</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDA-MB-231</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>mutant</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>mutant</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCF-7</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCF-10A</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
<td>wildtype</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.1 BRCA1-mutant cells are resistant to DNA-damaging agents

Based on the roles of BRCA1 in DNA damage response and repair, its mutation predicts increased sensitivity to certain DNA-damaging agents, especially those that provoke HR pathway for DNA repair (Gudmundsdottir and Ashworth 2006). The platinum-based anticancer drugs (cisplatin, carboplatin and oxaliplatin) and the aziridine-containing compound mitomycin C are widely used in the treatment of different cancers, including breast cancer (Deans and West 2011). Both cisplatin and mitomycin C mainly induce interstrand crosslinks (ICLs) that may scramble several pathways for repair, including NER, HR, translesion synthesis and Fanconi anemia pathway (Muniandy et al. 2010; Deans and West 2011). Responses of the four BRCA1-mutant and two BRCA1-wildtype cell lines to cisplatin and mitomycin C had similar patterns, indicating similar mechanisms of action of
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these two drugs (Figure 6A & B). In addition, the BRCA1-mutant cell lines were generally resistant to both cisplatin and mitomycin C, as indicated by the IC50s of HCC1937 and SUM149PT cell lines, which are almost as high as that of the BRCA1-wildtype SUM229PE cells (Figure 6A & B).

Figure 6. BRCA1-mutant cell lines are resistant to cisplatin, mitomycin C and PARP inhibitors. The BRCA-mutant and BRCA1-wildtype cells were treated with the DNA-damaging agents at a series of concentrations for 3 days, and cell viabilities were measured by the CellTiter-Blue Cell Viability Assay (Promega).

Based on the concept of synthetic lethality, BRCA1/2-deficient cells are more sensitive to inhibitors targeting PARP (Farmer et al. 2005; Bryant et al. 2005). We treated the six cell lines with two PARP inhibitors: olaparib (AZD2281) and veliparib (ABT-888), but their sensitivities seemed not to directly correlate with BRCA1 status. The BRCA1-mutant SUM149PT cells were very resistant to PARP inhibitors, while the BRCA1-wildtype MDA-MB-231 cells were relatively sensitive to both AZD2281 and ABT-888 (Figure 6C & D). The sensitive phenotype of MDA-MB-231 cells observed in our experiment is consistent with published data, in which the authors showed that MCF-7, another BRCA1-wildtype cell line, is also very sensitive to PARP inhibitors (Inbar-Rozensal et al. 2009). They proposed that the hypersensitivity could be attributed to defects of other HR repair factors (Inbar-Rozensal et al. 2009). On the other hand, resistance of BRCA1-mutant tumors to cisplatin and PARP inhibitors has been observed in preclinical studies (Frizzell and Kraus 2009). One of the mechanisms is the restoration of HR due to secondary mutations that correct the open reading frame of BRCA1 (Norquist et al. 2011).
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Other possible mechanisms include the increased expression of P-glycoprotein efflux pumps or decreased expression of 53BP1 (Bouwman et al. 2010; Choi and Yu 2014).

4.1.2 Characterization of homologous recombination efficiency in BRCA1-mutant cells (III)

The best studied function of BRCA1 is to facilitate homologous recombination by loading the recombinase RAD51, thus helping to eliminate damaged DNA. In order to confirm if the BRCA1-mutants are indeed defective for homologous recombination, we performed RAD51 foci formation assay, a standard protocol for measuring HR capacity (Alli et al. 2011). 6 hours after IR treatment at 5 Gy, all BRCA1-wildtype cells formed RAD51 foci, which were colocalized with γH2AX (III, Figure 4). Those cells also formed BRCA1 foci overlapping 53BP1, one of the earliest factors being recruited to DSB sites. The BRCA1 and RAD51 foci observed in untreated cells represent their functions in replication during S phase (Bhattacharyya et al. 2000; Pageau and Lawrence 2006). In contrast to the BRCA1-wildtype cells, three BRCA1-mutant cell lines, HCC1937, MDA-MB-231 and SUM1315MO2, did not form any BRCA1 or RAD51 foci after IR treatment (III, Figure 4). The fourth cell line, SUM149PT, however, formed significantly more RAD51 foci after IR treatment, compared with the untreated cells. In addition, IR-treated SUM149PT cells also formed BRCA1 foci, which were colocalized with 53BP1. SUM149PT cells carry a BRCA1 mutation of 2288delT, which predicts a shift in BRCA1 open reading frame (Elstrodt et al. 2006). As a result, it is likely that SUM149PT cells express a partially functional BRCA1 protein, which is enough to form DNA damage foci, and recruit HR repair proteins including RAD51 in response to DNA damage.

Recently, several studies have shown that 53BP1 is required to inhibit homologous recombination in BRCA1-depleted cells by repressing DNA end resection (Bunting et al. 2010; Bouwman et al. 2010). Loss of 53BP1 rescues the phenotypes caused by BRCA1 deficiency (Cao et al. 2009; Bouwman et al. 2010). In order to confirm if 53BP1 is absent in any of the BRCA1-mutant cell lines and thus plays a role in their resistance to the DNA-damaging agents, we detected the expression of BRCA1 and 53BP1 by Western blot. BRCA1 was easily detectable in all of the BRCA1-wildtype cell lines at a molecular weight of 220 kDa (III, Figure 3b). A weak band at the same size was also detected in the BRCA1-mutant HCC1937 cells, consistent with published data (Tassone et al. 2003). This may explain its resistance to the DNA-damaging agents as mentioned above. Expression of BRCA1 was not detectable in other three BRCA1-mutant cell lines, despite the fact that SUM149 cells formed BRCA1 and RAD51 foci after IR treatment. Together with the drug sensitivity tests, these results indicate that different BRCA1-mutant cells may have evolved through different routes during the development of breast cancer, which contributes to the complicated nature of those breast tumors.
4.1.3 High-throughput chemical compound screen in BRCA1-mutant cell lines (III)

Resistance of BRCA1-mutant cells to cisplatin and PARP inhibitors may limit the application of these drugs for the treatment of BRCA1-mutant breast cancer in clinics. Therefore, it is necessary to identify novel therapeutic drugs that can selectively kill BRCA1-deficient cells. For the purpose of this, we carried out a high-throughput screen on BRCA1-mutant and -wildtype cell lines. A locally available library containing 198 cancer-related drugs, termed FIMM Oncology, was used in the screen. Surprisingly, compared with the four BRCA1-wildtype cell lines, all of the four BRCA1-mutant cell lines were found to be more resistant to inhibitors targeting MEK1/2: selumetinib (AZD6244), trametinib (GSK1120212), refametinib (RDEA119) and pimasertib (AS-703026) (III, Figures 1b & 2a). MEK is a dual-specific protein kinase downstream of RAS-RAF signaling pathway. MEK1 and MEK2 mediate phosphorylation of tyrosine and threonine residues in the mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinases ERK1/2, which contributes to the tumorigenesis of various cancers (Roskoski 2012). Activation of RAF-MEK-ERK pathway predicts increased sensitivity to MEK inhibitors (Solit et al. 2006). Resistance of the BRCA1-mutant cells to MEK1/2 inhibitors, however, indicates that the RAF-MEK-ERK pathway is not hyper-active in these cells. This result also implies that the strategy of targeting MAPK pathway only for the treatment of BRCA1-mutant cancers should be excluded.

The results obtained from drug sensitivity tests, RAD51 foci formation assay and high-throughput chemical compound screen altogether demonstrate diverse phenotypes of the BRCA1-mutant cell lines, which may well represent the heterogeneity of BRCA1-mutant tumors in clinics. In order to get a comprehensive view of the intracellular activities among these cells, we performed a proteome profiling assay with phospho-kinase and phospho-receptor tyrosine kinase arrays. The results showed very diverse kinase activities of different cell lines (III, Figure 2b). Since those cell lines were established from different tumors, their diversity may well reflect the heterogeneity of breast tumors caused by different pathogenetic factors and different environments (Campbell and Polyak 2007).

Careful examination of the kinase activities brought about several common features among a particular group of cell lines. Three of the four BRCA1-mutant cell lines, HCC1937, MDA-MB-436 and SUM149PT, have higher activities of PI3K/Akt pathway, as indicated by Akt phosphorylation at Ser437. The fourth BRCA1-mutant cell line, SUM1315MO2, has no Akt phosphorylation at all, in contrast to other cell lines, which have at least background levels of phospho-Akt (III, Figure 2b & c). Taken together, our data bring about an interesting hypothesis: cells with BRCA1 mutations may rely more on the PI3K/Akt pathway for survival. Inhibition of the RAF/MAPK pathway does not have a significant effect on the survival of these cells, compared with the BRCA1-wildtype cells,
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whose survival depends at least partially on the RAF/MAPK pathway. In addition, we also observed higher activities of CHK2 in the basal-like breast cancer cell lines, in comparison with the luminal cell line MCF-7 and the normal cell line MCF-10A. CHK2 is a checkpoint kinase that is usually activated upon DNA damage to arrest cell cycle progression (Smith et al. 2010). This suggests that the basal-like breast cancer cell lines constantly bear high amounts of DNA damage, and thus are highly genomic instable.

4.2 Loss of BRCA1 sensitizes cells to proteasome inhibitors in a DNA repair-independent manner (Appendix I)

4.2.1 Proteasome inhibitors selectively kill BRCA1- but not BRCA2-depleted cells

The extensive heterogeneity of different BRCA1-mutant cell lines is largely attributed to their different genetic backgrounds. This may account for the outcome of the high-throughput screen, which did not yield any synthetic-lethal targets with BRCA1 deficiency. In order to investigate the consequences related to loss of BRCA1 function alone, we carried out a high-throughput screen on a pair of BRCA1- and control-knockdown cells. A basal-like breast cancer cell line, MDA-MB-231, was transfected with either BRCA1 or control siRNA and treated with drugs of the Oncology Library as mentioned above. Two proteasome inhibitors, bortezomib and carfilzomib, were found to be more potent against the BRCA1-knockdown cells than control cells, with the median lethal doses (LD50s) in BRCA1-depleted cells 3 times lower than that of control cells. The selective effects of the two proteasome inhibitors were validated in other two cancer cell lines, Hela and U2OS, in which even more striking sensitization was observed (I, Figure 1a). Surprisingly, depletion of BRCA2, another breast cancer susceptibility gene involved in HR repair, did not sensitize either Hela or U2OS cells to the proteasome inhibitors, suggesting that the sensitizing effect might involve a specific function of BRCA1 that is not related to HR repair (I, Figure 1a).

Next we asked if the sensitizing effect on BRCA1-depleted cells was due to apoptotic cell death induced by proteasome inhibitors. Results from Western blot showed that bortezomib induced expression of cleaved PARP (cPARP) in BRCA1-depleted cells in a dose-dependent manner. Cells depleted for BRCA2 did not show any increase of cPARP, consistent with the BRCA1-specific sensitizing effect (I, Figure 1g). Bortezomib treatment also led to the accumulation of polyubiquitinated proteins in all cells, indicating proteasome inhibition (I, Figure 5g). More importantly, the proteasome inhibitor bortezomib induced stronger effects in the BRCA1-knockdown cells than in BRCA2- or control-knockdown cells, suggesting a special requirement of BRCA1 in antagonizing proteasome inhibition.

To confirm that the selective effect of proteasome inhibitors was due to loss of BRCA1 functions, we utilized mouse embryonic stem cells with inducible Brca1 knockout,
and re-expressed human \textit{BRCA1} cDNA with the RMCE vector (Bouwman et al. 2013). \textit{Brca1}-knockout mouse ES cells were more sensitive to bortezomib compared with the \textit{Brca1}-heterozygous cells. More importantly, re-expression of human \textit{BRCA1} cDNA in \textit{Brca1}-knockout cells restored their sensitivity to bortezomib almost to the level of \textit{Brca1}-heterozygous cells (I, Figure 1\textit{e} & \textit{f}). These results clearly demonstrate that loss of BRCA1 indeed sensitizes cells to proteasome inhibition.

\subsection{Sensitization of BRCA1-depleted cells to proteasome inhibitors does not involve DNA damage response}

Next we sought to investigate the mechanisms through which proteasome inhibitors selectively kill BRCA1-depleted cells. First we asked if this effect was caused by dysfunctional DNA damage repair after loss of BRCA1. To answer this question, we treated HeLa cells with bortezomib at a series of concentrations, and measured the amount of $\gamma$H2AX foci by immunofluorescence after 8 hours. Surprisingly, we did not observe any increased amount of foci for $\gamma$H2AX, BRCA1 or 53BP1 in cells treated with bortezomib, even at the concentration as high as 100 nM (I, Figure 2). In contrast, almost all of the cells treated with 5 Gy IR formed $\gamma$H2AX, BRCA1 and 53BP1 foci that were evenly distributed in the nuclei, indicating DNA damage induction. Expression of $\gamma$H2AX was observed in BRCA1-depleted cells treated with bortezomib, which was correlated with the expression of cPARP in Western blot. Here, $\gamma$H2AX had perinuclear localization but did not form nuclear foci, thus reflecting ongoing apoptosis rather than DNA damage induction.

To further clarify if sensitization of BRCA1-depleted cells to proteasome inhibition involved DNA damage response, we depleted BARD1 and RNF8 in HeLa cells followed by bortezomib treatment. BARD1 and BRCA1 form a constitutive heterodimer, which is required for the stability and E3 ligase activity of BRCA1 (Nishikawa et al. 2004; Xia et al. 2003). On the other hand, RNF8 is involved in the amplification of ubiquitin conjugates in response to DNA damage, but it is not required to maintain the function of BRCA1 (Kolas et al. 2007). Depletion of BARD1 in HeLa cells increased their sensitivity to bortezomib, phenocopying depletion of BRCA1 (I, Figure 1\textit{h}). In contrast, knockdown of RNF8 did not affect the sensitivity of cells to the proteasome inhibitor. These data strongly suggest that response to proteasome inhibitors involves a unique function of BRCA1 that is independent of DNA damage repair. This may also explain why BRCA2-depleted cells were not more sensitive to proteasome inhibitors.

\subsection{Sensitization of BRCA1-depleted cells to proteasome inhibitors involves uncontrolled cell division caused by deregulated cell cycle checkpoints}

Since the DNA repair function of BRCA1 was unlikely involved in the response to proteasome inhibitors, we sought to investigate whether its functions in the regulation of cell cycle checkpoints participated in the process. In BRCA1-depleted but not BRCA1-
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proficient cells, bortezomib treatment led to increased phosphorylation of Rb (Ser807/811), as well as increased expression of cyclin B1 in a time-dependent manner (I, Figure 3b). Expression of cyclin B1 usually reaches a peak at the G2/M phase, during which it binds CDK1 to promote the transition of cells from G2 to M phase (Hochegger et al. 2008). Indeed, bortezomib treatment significantly induced accumulation of BRCA1-depleted cells at G2/M phase, while the proportion of cells at G1 phase was decreased, suggesting compromised G1 cell cycle checkpoint (I, Figure 3a). In contrast, distribution of G1 and G2/M phases was barely affected in BRCA1-proficient cells after bortezomib treatment.

Based on the observations above and the functions of Rb–E2F pathway in the regulation of cell cycle as well as apoptosis (van den Heuvel and Dyson 2008; Chau and Wang 2003), we hypothesized that inactivation of Rb might be responsible for the sensitization of BRCA1-depleted cells to proteasome inhibitors. Indeed, knockdown of Rb sensitized cells to bortezomib-induced apoptosis in a dose-dependent manner, reminiscent of the effect observed in BRCA1-depleted cells (I, Figure 3c). In addition, in BRCA1-depleted cells treated with bortezomib, the transcriptional activity of E2F1 was increased 2 fold in comparison with that in BRCA1-proficient or untreated cells (I, Figure 3d). Furthermore, the proteasome inhibitor-induced apoptosis in BRCA1-deficient cells was inhibited after depletion of E2F1 (I, Figure 3e). Taken together, these results demonstrate that in the absence of BRCA1, bortezomib treatment leads to the hyperphosphorylation and inactivation of Rb, which releases and activates its downstream transcription factor E2F1, leading to compromised G1 cell cycle checkpoint and accumulation of cells at G2/M phase accompanied by apoptosis.

One of the mechanisms responsible for cell death in G2/M phase involves mitotic catastrophe caused by defective G2/M checkpoint resulting in premature entry into cell division. Interestingly, a recent study identified several G2/M checkpoint regulators, e.g. cyclin B1 and CDC25C, as ubiquitin substrates of BRCA1 (Shabbeer et al. 2013). This raised a question as to whether sensitization of BRCA1-depleted cells to proteasome inhibitors could be due to unleashed cell division caused by increased expression of cyclin B1 after loss of BRCA1. In order to gauge the proportion of cells at mitosis, we measured the mitotic index by staining cells with a mitotic marker, phospho-histone H3 (Ser10). In control cells expressing functional BRCA1, bortezomib treatment significantly reduced the proportion of phospho-histone H3-positive cells, indicating a lower cell division rate consistent with a decreased level of cyclin B1 (I, Figure 3g). In contrast, the mitotic index of BRCA1-depleted cells remained high after bortezomib treatment, indicating uncontrolled cell division after loss of BRCA1. Taken together, our data indicate that proteasome inhibition induces compromised G1 and G2/M cell cycle checkpoints in BRCA1-depleted cells, leading to uncontrolled cell division and thus apoptotic cell death.
4.2.4 53BP1 depletion inhibits sensitization of BRCA1-deficient cells to proteasome inhibitors

Sensitization of BRCA1-depleted cells to proteasome inhibitors was validated in Hela and U2OS cell lines, which had even more striking effects than in MDA-MB-231 cells. A major difference between MDA-MB-231 and the other two cell lines is that MDA-MB-231 is p53 mutant, whereas the other two express wildtype p53. p53 regulates a wide spectrum of cellular activities, including transcriptional activation, cell cycle arrest and apoptosis induction, all of which contribute to its tumor suppressor function (Vousden and Prives 2009). Hence, we asked if the stronger sensitizing effects observed in Hela and U2OS were due to the roles of p53. Transfection of p53 siRNA markedly suppressed p53 activities as indicated by decreased expressions of both p53 and its downstream target p21. Surprisingly, in the absence of p53, bortezomib induced almost equal amount of cleaved PARP in BRCA1-depleted cells, compared with the control cells expressing functional p53 (I, Supplementary Figure S2). Thus, sensitization of BRCA1-depleted cells to proteasome inhibitors is p53 independent.

Recently, 53BP1 was found to functionally interact with BRCA1. Brca1-knockout mice are embryonic lethal due to dysfunctional homologous recombination (Cao et al. 2009). Knockout of 53bp1, but not p53, rescues the embryonic lethality, indicating a specific role of 53bp1 in mediating cell death after loss of Brca1. Furthermore, loss of 53BP1 reverses the increased sensitivity of BRCA1-deficient cells to DNA-damaging agents, e.g. cisplatin and PARP inhibitors (Bunting et al. 2010). In order to see if 53BP1 plays a similar role in mediating response of BRCA1-depleted cells to proteasome inhibitors, we depleted both 53BP1 and BRCA1 with siRNAs in Hela cells, followed by treating the cells with bortezomib. Interestingly, knockdown of 53BP1 alleviated the apoptotic effect of BRCA1-depleted cells induced by bortezomib, as shown by decreased levels of cPARP (I, Figure 4c). In addition, knockdown of 53BP1 partially reversed the accumulation of BRCA1-depleted cells at G2/M phase after bortezomib treatment (I, Figure 4a), further confirming a causal role of G2/M dysregulation in sensitizing BRCA1-depleted cells to proteasome inhibitors. Moreover, depletion of 53BP1 reactivated Rb in BRCA1-depleted cells treated with bortezomib, as indicated by its hypophosphorylation (I, Figure 4d), consistent with a slightly increased proportion of cells at G1 phase. On the other hand, knockdown of E2F1, which also inhibited apoptosis of BRCA1-depleted cells, did not affect the phosphorylation status of Rb, consistent with the fact that E2F1 is at the downstream of Rb. These results clearly demonstrate that 53BP1 plays a role in sensitizing BRCA1-depleted cells to proteasome inhibitors through cell cycle regulation.

Our data pointed out a role of BRCA1 in checkpoint regulation at both G1 and G2/M phases. Thus, loss of BRCA1 leads to the inactivation of Rb after bortezomib treatment,
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which results in compromised G1 cell cycle checkpoint and accumulation of cells at G2/M phase. Proteasome inhibition also induces the expression of cyclin B1 in BRCA1-depleted cells, which leads to the uncontrolled cell division resulting in apoptotic cell death. We have also shown that sensitization of BRCA1-depleted cells to proteasome inhibitors can be partially inhibited by 53BP1 depletion, which rescues compromised G1 and G2/M cell cycle checkpoints. Combining these data together, it is conceivable that knockdown of 53BP1 in BRCA1-depleted cells would partially prevent uncontrolled cell division induced by bortezomib. Still, a key question here is how Rb is regulated by BRCA1 and 53BP1. It has been discovered long before that BRCA1 binds to hypophosphorylated Rb, which is required for sustaining Rb activity (Aprelikova et al. 1999). Consequently, it is likely that loss of BRCA1 releases Rb, which is then phosphorylated and inactivated by certain kinases during cell cycle progression. The link between 53BP1 and Rb is even more unclear, largely due to a lack of understanding on the roles of 53BP1 in cell cycle regulation. Only recently, it was found that 53BP1 can bind to Rb in a methylation-dependent manner, which is implicated in cell cycle regulation (Carr et al. 2014). Taken together, our data further establish the roles of BRCA1 in cell cycle regulation, loss of which sensitizes cells to proteasome inhibitors through deregulated Rb–E2F pathway.

4.3 Loss of BRCA1 promotes basal-like differentiation of mammary epithelial cells by sustaining ΔNp63 activity (Appendix II)

4.3.1 Loss of BRCA1 promotes the transition of mammary epithelial cells towards the basal lineage

BRCA1-mutant breast cancer usually belongs to the basal-like subtype, which is characterized by a triple-negative phenotype (Foulkes et al. 2004; Venkitaraman 2009). This raises a key question as to whether BRCA1 plays any roles in the regulation of cellular differentiation and, thus, its mutation restricts the development of cancer cells to a specific subtype. Moreover, basal-like breast tumors, including the BRCA1-mutant ones, usually have mutant p53, which has been shown to play a role in BRCA1-associated tumorigenesis (Xu et al. 2001; Badve et al. 2011). This brings a high possibility that BRCA1 mutations may regulate the differentiation of breast cancer cells through functional interaction with p53. In order to study the differentiation of luminal and basal mammary epithelial lineages, we established an in vitro model with freshly isolated mouse mammary epithelial cells (mMECs), which gradually switched the expression of lineage markers from luminal to basal types. Expression of keratin 18 (Krt18) was used as a luminal marker, while the basal-like phenotype was indicated by the expression of ΔNp63. With this model, we first found that p53 is required for the basal-like differentiation of mammary epithelial cells. Loss of p53 inhibited the transition of mammary epithelial cells from luminal to basal lineages,
accompanied by translocalization of ΔNp63 from nucleoplasms into the nucleoli, indicating its inactivation (II, Figure 1). In contrast, activation of p53 in luminal MCF-7 cells, either by MDM2 siRNA or by its inhibitor serdemetan, promoted the expression of ΔNp63, which was also translocated into the nucleoplasm (II, Figure 3c). These data firmly establish a role of p53 in the regulation of basal-like differentiation of mammary epithelial cells \textit{in vitro}.

One of the effects resulted from BRCA1 loss is the induction of DNA damage response, which leads to activation of many genes, including p53. We hypothesized that loss of BRCA1 may induce basal-like differentiation of mammary epithelial cells due to p53 activation. In order to test this hypothesis \textit{in vitro}, we depleted BRCA1 in MCF-7 cells by siRNA transfection, followed by measuring the expression of ΔNp63. Indeed, depletion of BRCA1 in MCF-7 cells resulted in the activation of p53, as well as ΔNp63, which was translocated from nucleoli into the nucleoplasm, indicating a transition from luminal to basal lineages (II, Figure 5a). In addition, inhibition of BRCA1 suppressed the expression of MDM2, and vice versa, suggesting their collaborating roles in regulating p53 activity (II, Fig. 5). These results suggest that loss of BRCA1 activates p53, which in turn induces ΔNp63 activation, and promotes the differentiation of mMECs from luminal to basal lineages.

4.3.2 BRCA1 antagonizes the activation of ΔNp63

Our results above reveal a p53-mediated link between loss of BRCA1 and activation of ΔNp63, which promotes the transition of mammary epithelial cells towards the basal lineage. However, almost all basal-like breast tumors, including BRCA1-mutant ones, have mutated p53, which raises a question as to how loss of BRCA1 leads to the development of basal-like breast cancer in the absence of functional p53. In order to further investigate the mechanisms underlying loss of BRCA1 and ΔNp63 activation, we utilized a basal-like cell line MCF-10A that is depleted for p53 (MCF-10A-p53\(^{-/-}\)). As inhibition of BRCA1 in the luminal-like MCF-7 cells leads to p53 activation and induction of the basal marker ΔNp63, we asked whether the opposite would be true for basal-like cells. ΔNp63 was highly expressed in the nucleoplasm of the basal-like MCF-10A cells, which have low expression of BRCA1 (II, Figure 6e). In contrast, MCF-10A cells with isogenic knockout of p53 (MCF-10A-p53\(^{-/-}\)) showed a decreased level of ΔNp63, which filled the nucleoli as well as the nucleoplasm. These cells also expressed high levels of BRCA1 and MDM2, suggesting antagonizing roles between the two proteins and ΔNp63. In addition, MCF-10A-p53\(^{-/-}\) cells also expressed high levels of Krt18, indicating stronger luminal characters after p53 depletion. Interestingly, knockdown of BRCA1 in MCF-10A-p53\(^{-/-}\) cells rescued the expression of ΔNp63, suggesting a basal-like transition after loss of BRCA1 despite the absence of p53 (II, Figure 7). Taken together, these data indicate that the activity of ΔNp63
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is antagonized by BRCA1. Consequently, loss of BRCA1 leads to the activation of ΔNp63, which then promotes the differentiation of mammary epithelial cells towards the basal lineage even in the absence of p53.

Our results suggest a potential mechanism of BRCA1 in regulating differentiation of mammary epithelial cells (II, Figure 8). Almost all BRCA1-mutant breast tumors are mutant with p53. Surprisingly, our results showed that loss of p53 promotes the luminal phenotype and impairs basal-like differentiation through inhibition of ΔNp63. However, we observed that if BRCA1 was depleted together with p53, the basal-like phenotype was rescued. Currently, it remains unknown as to how functional BRCA1 antagonizes ΔNp63 activity, but ubiquitin-mediated proteasomal degradation might be a possibility, as BRCA1 possesses ubiquitin E3 ligase activity. This may contribute to the sustained activity of ΔNp63 in the BRCA1-mutant, p53-depleted cells. It has been recently found that the basal-like breast cancers originate from luminal progenitor cells. Together with our data, this may help to explain how loss of BRCA1 initiates the development of basal-like breast cancer.
5. Concluding remarks

Here in this study, we aimed to better understand the biology of breast cancers associated BRCA1 mutations in order to develop potential therapeutics for their treatment. For these purposes, we first characterized four BRCA1-mutant breast cancer cell lines as surrogates of breast tumors caused by BRCA1 dysfunction. Despite the essential roles of BRCA1 in DNA damage response and repair, the BRCA1-mutant cell lines are generally resistant to several DNA-damaging agents. The resistant phenotypes of different cell lines might be due to different reasons. SUM149PT cells could form RAD51 foci after ionizing radiation, indicating functional homologous recombination. Other cells with BRCA1 mutations may survive damaging insults by mutating p53 or through other mechanisms yet to be characterized. Additionally, our results from the high-throughput screen and proteome profiling assay revealed that the BRCA1-mutant cell lines are more resistant to MEK inhibitors that the BRCA1-wildtype cells.

From a high-throughput chemical compound screen, we found that proteasome inhibitors bortezomib and carfilzomib are able to selectively kill BRCA1-deficient cells. Further mechanistic studies demonstrated that the sensitizing effect is not due to dysfunctional DNA damage repair after loss of BRCA1; rather it is caused by compromised G1 and G2/M cell cycle checkpoints resulting in uncontrolled mitosis of BRCA1-deficient cells. Furthermore, sensitization of BRCA1-deficient cells to bortezomib is independent of p53 but depends on 53BP1. Bortezomib has been approved for the treatment of multiple myeloma, demonstrating its safety in clinics. These findings raise a high potential of targeting proteasome for the treatment of BRCA1-mutant breast cancer, especially considering the facts that BRCA1-mutant tumors are almost always p53 mutant and many are resistant to DNA-damaging agents.

It has been observed that BRCA1 mutations usually lead to breast tumors of the basal-like subtype, suggesting a function of BRCA1 in regulating mammary cellular differentiation. Here we find that loss of BRCA1 leads to stabilization and activation of ΔNp63, which promotes the transition of mouse mammary epithelial cells (mMECs) from luminal to basal lineages. This finding provides a preliminary mechanism that suggests a causal role of BRCA1 loss in initiating basal-like breast cancer.
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